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Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1746, we, Christopher M. Burke and Michael D. Hausfeld, declare:
1.

We are, respectively, partners of the law firms of Scott+Scott, Attorneys at Law,

LLP (“Scott+Scott”) and Hausfeld LLP (“Hausfeld,” and together with Scott+Scott, “Lead
Counsel”). By Orders dated February 13, 2014, March 4, 2014, and August 13, 2015, the Court
appointed Scott+Scott and Hausfeld as interim co-lead counsel for the putative U.S. class and
exchange-traded class in the above-captioned action (the “Action”). ECF Nos. 96, 145, 412,
421. By Orders dated December 15, 2015, September 8, 2017, and September 29, 2017, the
Court appointed us as settlement class counsel for the Settlement Classes. ECF Nos. 536, 866,
882. We have been actively involved in prosecuting and resolving this Action, are familiar with
its proceedings, and have personal knowledge of the matters set forth herein. If called upon and
sworn as witnesses, we could competently testify thereto.
2.

Unless otherwise defined herein, all capitalized terms have the meanings ascribed

to them in the Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement with Bank of America Corporation,
Bank of America, N.A., and Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith Incorporated (“Bank of
America Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement with Barclays Bank PLC and
Barclays Capital Inc. (“Barclays Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement with
BNP Paribas Group, BNP Paribas North America Inc., BNP Paribas Securities Corp., and BNP
Prime Brokerage, Inc. (“BNP Paribas Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement
with Citigroup Inc., Citibank, N.A., Citicorp, and Citigroup Global Markets Inc. (“Citigroup
Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement with The Goldman Sachs Group, Inc. and
Goldman, Sachs & Co. (“Goldman Sachs Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement
with HSBC Holdings PLC, HSBC Bank PLC, HSBC North America Holdings Inc., HSBC Bank
USA, N.A., and HSBC Securities (USA) Inc. (“HSBC Stipulation”); Stipulation and Amended

1
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Agreement of Settlement with JPMorgan Chase & Co. and JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A.
(“JPMorgan Amended Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of Settlement with The Royal
Bank of Scotland Group PLC, The Royal Bank of Scotland PLC, and RBS Securities Inc. (“RBS
Stipulation”); Stipulation and Amended Agreement of Settlement with UBS AG, UBS Group
AG, and UBS Securities LLC (“UBS Amended Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of
Settlement with The Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ, Ltd. (“BTMU Stipulation”); Stipulation
and Agreement of Settlement with Morgan Stanley, Morgan Stanley & Co., LLC, and Morgan
Stanley & Co. International plc (“Morgan Stanley Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of
Settlement with RBC Capital Markets, LLC (“RBC Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of
Settlement with Société Générale (“Soc Gen Stipulation”); Stipulation and Agreement of
Settlement with Standard Chartered Bank (“Standard Chartered Stipulation”); and Stipulation
and Agreement of Settlement with Deutsche Bank AG (“Deutsche Bank Stipulation”).
3.

The foregoing Stipulations are collectively referred to as the “Settlement

Agreements,” and the foregoing defendants are collectively referred to as the “Settling
Defendants.” In this Declaration, citations to specific paragraphs of the Settlement Agreements
will be made with the citation form “Stips.,” where the paragraph numbers are the same across
the agreements. To the extent any paragraph numbers differ between Settlement Agreements,
this Declaration will cite to the individual agreements.
4.

Unless otherwise specified “Plaintiffs’ Counsel” as used herein includes the Lead

Counsel firms, as well as the other Plaintiffs’ Counsel firms, who at Lead Counsel’s direction,
assisted Lead Counsel in the prosecution of the Action. Attached hereto as Exhibits 2 through 33
are Declarations from each Plaintiffs’ Counsel firm, attesting to the hours spent and litigation
expenses incurred in the prosecution of the Action.

2
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5.

We respectfully submit this Declaration in support of Class Plaintiffs’ motion,

pursuant to Rule 23(e) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, for final approval of the
Settlement Agreements between Class Plaintiffs and Settling Defendants. We also respectfully
submit this Declaration in support of: (i) approval of the proposed plan for allocating the
proceeds of the settlements to eligible class members (the “Plan of Distribution”); and (ii) Lead
Counsel’s motion for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses (the
“Fee and Expense Application”).
6.

For the reasons set forth below and in the accompanying memoranda of law,1 we

respectfully submit that: (i) the terms of the Settlement Agreements are fair, reasonable, and
adequate in all respects and should be approved; (ii) the Plan of Distribution is fair and
reasonable and should be approved; and (iii) the Fee and Expense Application is reasonable,
supported by the facts and law, and should be granted in all respects.
7.

Because this Declaration is submitted in support of settlement, it is inadmissible

in any subsequent proceedings.
I.

INTRODUCTION
8.

If approved, the Settlement Agreements, providing for, among other things,

$2,310,275,000 in cash payments (the “Settlement Fund”) and each Settling Defendant’s
agreement to provide extensive cooperation, will resolve the Action against Settling Defendants.
The settlement amount, including any funds paid for the purposes of contributing to notice and
administration costs, agreed to by each Settling Defendant is:
1

In addition to this Declaration, Class Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel are submitting the: (i)
Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Final Approval of Fifteen Settlement
Agreements (the “Settlement Memorandum”) and (ii) Memorandum of Law in Support of Lead
Counsel’s Motion for an Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses
(the “Fee Memorandum”).

3
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Settling Defendant
BTMU
Bank of America
Barclays
BNP Paribas
Citigroup
Deutsche Bank
Goldman Sachs
HSBC
JPMorgan
Morgan Stanley
RBC
RBS
Soc Gen
Standard Chartered
UBS
Total Settlements
9.

Amount
$10,500,000
$187,500,000
$384,000,000
$115,000,000
$402,000,000
$190,000,000
$135,000,000
$285,000,000
$104,500,000
$50,000,000
$15,500,000
$255,000,000
$18,000,000
$17,200,000
$141,075,000
$2,310,275,000

The Settlement Agreements provide an immediate cash benefit to the Settlement

Classes while avoiding the substantial risk, expense, and delay of taking this Action to trial
against Settling Defendants, including the risk that the Settlement Classes would recover less
than the amount of the Settlement Fund at trial, or nothing at all, after many additional years of
litigation.
10.

The Settlement Agreements also provide for each Settling Defendant’s

cooperation in the continuing prosecution of the Action. As such, the Settlement Classes receive
the benefit of access to cooperation in pursuing their claims against Credit Suisse AG, Credit
Suisse Group AG, and Credit Suisse Securities (USA) LLC (“Credit Suisse,” and together with
Settling Defendants, the “Defendants”), the only remaining non-settling defendant in the Action.
As described in detail below, this has proved to be highly valuable consideration.

4
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11.

The $2,310,275,000 Settlement Fund represents a 23% to 29% recovery measured

against Class Plaintiffs’ estimated range of aggregate damages of $8 billion to $10 billion for the
entire Settlement Class Period before trebling. Factoring in the shortened litigation class period
following the Court’s decision on the motion to dismiss the Second Consolidated Amended
Class Action Complaint, and corresponding decrease in damages, the Settlement Fund represents
an estimated recovery of approximately 33% to 43% of aggregate damages before trebling,
assuming a 100% claims rate. If, instead, there is a 50% claims rate by volume, Settlement Class
Members who make a valid claim will realize approximately 66% to 86% of single damages they
could have obtained through trial. This is an extraordinary result. Additionally, these 15
Settlements represent a partial settlement, while the case proceeds against the remaining
defendant, Credit Suisse. Settlement Class Members could recover additional funds in the
future, as the Settlement Agreements do not prejudice the Settlement Classes’ ability to recover
treble damages with respect to the entire conspiracy from Credit Suisse (subject to setoff).
12.

The Settlement Agreements were the product of arm’s-length negotiations among

experienced counsel, facilitated by one of the country’s foremost mediators of complex actions,
Kenneth R. Feinberg.

Moreover, Class Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel had a thorough

understanding of the relative strengths and weaknesses of the claims asserted in the Action at the
time they reached each of the Settlement Agreements.
13.

For each of these reasons, and those set forth below, we believe that the

Settlement Agreements constitute an outstanding result for the Settlement Classes and that they
should be approved.
14.

We also believe that the Plan of Distribution should be approved. The Plan of

Distribution was developed by Lead Counsel in consultation with experts, experienced

5
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settlement administrators, and Allocation Counsel. It was designed to fairly and reasonably
allocate the Net Settlement Fund among Authorized Claimants based on the amount of damage a
claimant sustained, relative to damage sustained by other claimants.

Since the Plan of

Distribution provides a fair, reasonable, and efficient method for allocating the Net Settlement
Fund, it is consistent with many other distribution plans that have been approved by courts in this
District and elsewhere.
15.

As to the Fee and Expense Application, the Notice informed the Settlement

Classes that Lead Counsel would apply for an award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of
litigation expenses, the total of which would not exceed 18% of the Settlement Fund. On behalf
of all Plaintiffs’ Counsel, Lead Counsel now move the Court to award 16.51% of the Settlement
Fund (or $381,353,830.27, plus interest) as attorneys’ fees, which is commensurate with
counsel’s collective efforts, the substantial risk they undertook, and the outstanding results they
achieved. This case is not a follow on action where Class Plaintiffs simply piggybacked on the
efforts of government regulators and law enforcement. Class Plaintiffs could not rely on the
fruits of the U.S. Department of Justice (“DOJ”) investigation or other regulatory and
enforcement actions to prove any element of their claims. When the original complaint was filed
in November 2013, news reports disclosed government investigations of bank conduct in the
foreign exchange (“FX”) market, but no regulator or agency had concluded its investigation, and
there was no guarantee that government action would be taken. Further, as far as Lead Counsel
are aware, six of the Settling Defendants that will pay a combined $246.2 million were never
fined by any government agency.
16.

In order to prove their claims, Lead Counsel deployed the talents and resources of

Plaintiffs’ Counsel, ensuring that sufficient attorney resources were dedicated to prosecuting the

6
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Action, in particular, to conducting voluminous discovery. In total, Plaintiffs’ Counsel devoted
330,600.98 hours to prosecuting this Action.
17.

Lead Counsel also move for reimbursement of $22,495,669.73 in litigation

expenses (0.97% of the Settlement Fund) reasonably and necessarily incurred in the prosecution
of the Action.

Preparing to prove liability, class-wide impact, and damages also required

locating and engaging highly skilled and specialized FX market experts, FX scholars, finance
experts, industrial organization economists, and other subject matter experts. Engagement of
these experts was necessary and indispensable to Class Plaintiffs’ prosecution of the Action.
Settling Defendants would not have entered into such high-value settlements without Lead
Counsel being able to demonstrate a methodology that could prove a persistent pattern of
unlawful conduct, class-wide impact, and damages, and claims administration would not be
possible without the experts’ work on the transaction data produced in this Action. The expert
work in this case required the investment of thousands of hours of time and millions of dollars in
hard costs. It was necessary to the prosecution of the case and was fair and reasonable in
amount. Accordingly, the expert expenses, like the other litigation expenses detailed herein,
should be reimbursed.
18.

This Declaration sets forth in detail how Class Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel,

together with Plaintiffs’ Counsel, litigated and negotiated what is collectively the third largest
antitrust class action settlement in the history of the Sherman Act. This Declaration is organized
as follows: (i) Section II provides an overview of the facts giving rise to the Action; (ii) Section
III discusses Class Plaintiffs’ prosecution of the Action; (iii) Section IV sets forth the details
concerning the mediations and negotiation processes that led to the Settlement Agreements;
(iv) Section V addresses Lead Counsel’s Fee and Expense Application; (v) Section VI provides a

7
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description of the government regulatory and enforcement actions that have proceeded in parallel
with the Action; and (vi) Section VII lists the Exhibits attached to this Declaration.
II.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
19.

In the Third Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint (“TAC”) (ECF No.

619), Class Plaintiffs allege that Defendants conspired to fix prices in the FX market in violation
of Sections 1 and 3 of the Sherman Antitrust Act, 15 U.S.C. §§1, 3, and that Defendants
manipulated the FX market in violation of the Commodity Exchange Act, 7 U.S.C. §§1, et seq.
(“CEA”). Class Plaintiffs allege that Defendants carried out collusive and manipulative conduct
in the FX market as part of a single, continuous conspiracy effected through multiple devices.
20.

Class Plaintiffs allege that Defendants conspired to fix the bid-ask spreads that

Defendants quoted to class members. The bid-ask spread is the difference between the rate at
which a Defendant indicated it would buy a currency and the rate at which a Defendant indicated
it would sell a currency. Class Plaintiffs allege that Defendants discussed and agreed to fix bidask spreads, primarily through communications in electronic chat rooms, but also by other forms
of communication. Class Plaintiffs allege that the conspiracy to fix bid-ask spreads reduced
competition in the FX market and artificially increased bid-ask spreads, with the result that class
members paid more for currencies they purchased and received less for currencies they sold than
they would have in a competitive market.
21.

Another conspiratorial device alleged in the TAC involved fixing and

manipulating “FX Benchmark Rates,” which are rates that are published at certain times during
the day. FX Benchmark Rates are prices at which Defendants offered to transact, and did
transact, with class members. The most widely used of the FX Benchmark Rates were the
WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates, which for the most widely traded currency pairs, were set
around 4:00 p.m. London time, using median prices of actual trades done in the market on
8
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certain venues between 3:59:30 p.m. and 4:00:30 p.m. London time. As with bid-ask spreads,
Class Plaintiffs allege that Defendants shared confidential order and trade information to collude
with respect to their trading positions and trading strategies to fix the FX Benchmark Rates.
Such collusive trading strategies included front-running, “banging the close” (i.e., breaking up
large orders into small trades immediately before and during the setting of FX Benchmark
Rates), and other tactics. Class Plaintiffs allege that this conduct was carried out primarily
through communications in chat rooms.
22.

Other alleged conspiratorial devices used to fix prices in the FX market included

triggering clients’ stop loss and limit orders, working client limit orders at levels better than the
limit order price, and front-running orders throughout the trading day.
23.

As a result of such multi-faceted conduct carried out as part of a single

conspiracy, Class Plaintiffs allege that class members paid supra-competitive prices for FX
Instruments and FX Exchange-Traded Instruments.
III.

CLASS PLAINTIFFS’ PROSECUTION OF THE ACTION
24.

Plaintiffs’ Counsel spent more than 330,000 hours prosecuting the Action,

through and including December 31, 2017, for a total lodestar of $174,041,760.50. As explained
further below, the time Plaintiffs’ Counsel spent prosecuting the Action included, among other
things:


investigating the facts and legal theories that formed the basis for the allegations,
including reviewing publicly-available information and news articles, interviewing FX
market participants and traders, and consulting with economic and financial experts to
identify economic and statistical evidence of collusion and manipulation in the FX
market;



drafting the original complaint and three detailed consolidated amended complaints;



prosecuting and defending numerous motions, including successfully opposing
Defendants’ three motions to dismiss pursuant to Rules 12(b)(2) and 12(b)(6);

9
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en
ngaging in extensive
e
disscovery and
d settlement negotiationss, as well ass numerous m
meetan
nd-confer diiscussions, resulting in Defendants’
D
production of approxim
mately 1.6 m
million
documents, am
mounting to
o more than 16.5
1
million printable paages;



n
all documents produced to date, including ttranscripts from
reeviewing nearly
ap
pproximately
y 500 indiviidual chat rooms, as welll as listeningg to over 36,000 audio fiiles;



ob
btaining app
proximately 6.25 teraby
ytes of transsaction dataa from Defeendants and nonparties (inclu
uding Thomson Reuterss, Hot Spot,, and EBS),, which requuired conduucting
ov
ver 100 meet and conffers, analyzin
ng data sam
mples, review
wing the datta producedd, and
reemedying deeficiencies;



co
ollecting, rev
viewing, and
d then produ
ucing approxximately 1144,000 docum
ments, amouunting
to
o a total of over
o
1.9 milllion printablle pages, on behalf of C
Class Plaintifffs and defennding
th
heir depositio
ons;



prreparing forr the depositions of Defendants’ cuurrent and fformer emplloyees, incluuding
negotiating with
w DOJ and
d counsel fo
or Defendantts, documennt review, drrafting depossition
ou
utlines, and
d requesting
g assistance under the Hague Connvention onn the Takinng of
Evidence
E
Abroad to obtaain permissiion to take ddepositions of witnesses located ouutside
th
he United States;



en
ngaging in more
m
than 20
0 in-person mediation
m
seessions oversseen by Mr. Feinberg, ass well
ass participatin
ng in a pleth
hora of follow
w-up telephoonic mediation sessions and negotiattions;



negotiating and
a
drafting
g the Settleement Agreeements and exhibits thhereto, incluuding
reesolving various issues, such as the extent and ttiming of thee cooperatioon provisions, the
seettlement claass definition
n, and the sccope of the rrelease, and after executtion, briefingg and
arrguing multiiple motions for prelimin
nary approvaal;



developing a fair and reaasonable Plan
n of Distribuution, in connsultation with Mr. Feinnberg,
ex
xperts, and Allocation
n Counsel, and briefinng and argguing multipple motionss for
prreliminary approval
a
of th
he plan; and
d



co
onsulting ex
xtensively with
w experts on
o numerouus other aspeects of the ccase investiggation
an
nd complain
nts, mediation, class certiification, andd merits issuues.
A. Conso
olidation an
nd Appointm
ment of Leaad Counsel
25.

Scott+
+Scott, Koreein Tillery, and
a MoginR
Rubin startedd investigatiing bank connduct

in the FX
X market beg
ginning in th
he summer of
o 2013, folloowing publiccation of a B
Bloomberg aarticle
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indicating possible misconduct in the FX market.2 As a result of this investigation, on November
1, 2013, Haverhill Retirement System filed the first case, Haverhill Ret. Sys. v. Barclays Bank
PLC, Case No. 13-cv-7789, in what would become this consolidated Action. The Haverhill
complaint was based on extensive fact investigation and legal research by Scott+Scott, Korein
Tillery, and MoginRubin. This investigation included, among other things, a review of publicly
available information and news articles. The firms hired an academic and FX trader to present
on the fundamentals of the FX market to the attorneys who would be prosecuting the case. The
firms also dedicated substantial time and resources to interviewing FX market participants and
traders in the United States, London, and elsewhere. In addition, the firms consulted with
economic and finance experts to identify economic and statistical evidence of collusion and
manipulation of the FX market.
26.

Additional complaints alleging substantially similar conduct were subsequently

filed. Prior to those actions being assigned to the Hon. Lorna G. Schofield in January 2014, in
proceedings before the Hon. Edwardo Ramos and the Hon. Richard M. Berman, Scott+Scott,
Korein Tillery, and MoginRubin negotiated stipulations setting the time for Defendants to move
or respond to the complaints while other cases were being filed, responded to a motion to relate
the Simmtech case (filed on behalf of a class that traded FX in the Republic of Korea), negotiated
a proposed Case Management Order, and argued for the class at an initial status conference
before the Hon. Richard M. Berman.
27.

Following a hearing on February 13, 2014, and pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a),

the Court consolidated for all purposes the first-filed Haverhill action with Case Nos. 13-cv-

2

Liam Vaughan, Gavin Finch and Ambereen Choudhury, Traders Said to Rig Currency
Rates to Profit Off Clients, BLOOMBERG (June 12, 2013) (http://bloom.bg/1qGQ3oy).

11
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9080, 13-cv-9125, 13-cv-9237, 14-cv-350, 14-cv-475,
1
114-cv-494, 114-cv-752, 14-cv-787, 14-cv825, 14-ccv-867, 14-ccv-876, and
d 14-cv-902 (as memberr cases), dirrected the C
Clerk to closse the
later-filed
d cases, and amended th
he caption off the consoliddated Actionn to “In re F
Foreign Exchhange
Benchma
ark Rates An
ntitrust Litiga
ation.” ECF
F No. 96.
28.

After hearing con
ntested motio
ons for appoointment of iinterim lead counsel purrsuant

to Rule 23(g)(3), th
he Court app
pointed Sco
ott+Scott andd Hausfeld to serve ass interim coo-lead
counsel for
f the classs. ECF Nos. 96, 145. The Court appointed S
Scott+Scott and Hausfeeld as
interim co-lead
c
coun
nsel based on
o their worrk in identify
fying and invvestigating tthe claims iin the
Action, experience
e
in
i handling class actions and antitruust claims, kknowledge of the appliicable
law, the resources th
hat they had committed (and would commit) to the case, inncluding oveerseas
resourcess, and the effficiencies prresented by the two firm
ms prosecuting the Actioon in conjunnction
with otheer firms on an
a as-needed
d basis. See Hrg.
H Tr. at 443-44 (Feb. 113, 2014).
B. Lead Counsel Co
ontinue to In
nvestigate C
Claims and File the Consolidated
Amen
nded Class Action
A
Com
mplaint
29.

The investigativee efforts of Lead Counnsel, and deesignated Plaintiffs’ Counsel

working at our direction, continu
ued after thee filing of thhe Haverhill complaint aand consoliddation
ntinued to an
nalyze inform
mation abouut the FX maarket and enggaged
of the Acction. Lead Counsel con
in an ong
going investigation to bo
olster Class Plaintiffs’ aallegations. Media reporrts suggestedd that
many reegulators an
nd enforcem
ment agenciies, both inn the Uniteed States aand abroad,, had
commencced investig
gations into conduct in the FX m
market, including the coonduct of ceertain
Defendan
nts. Accord
dingly, Lead Counsel’s efforts
e
duringg this time cconsisted of a detailed reeview
of publicc reports discussing tho
ose investig
gations. In addition, m
many of the Defendantss had
terminateed and/or susspended FX traders; other FX traderrs left the Deefendants’ em
mploy to rettire or
to take other
o
positio
ons. The media
m
widely
y reported onn these empployment chhanges, and Lead
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Counsel tracked these reports and investigated this conduct. Lead Counsel, and designated
Plaintiffs’ Counsel working at our direction, continued to interview FX market participants and
traders and to consult with experts to identify economic and statistical evidence of collusion and
manipulation of the FX market.
30.

The Court ordered Lead Counsel to file a consolidated complaint by March 31,

2014. ECF No. 96. Lead Counsel vetted the various plaintiffs that had filed member cases as a
part of the consolidation process. Lead Counsel also interviewed experts and analyzed written
materials that had been developed by various Plaintiffs’ Counsel for potential use in the
consolidated complaint. On March 31, 2014, certain of the Class Plaintiffs filed the 66-page
Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint (“CAC”),3 alleging that Defendants4 conspired
to fix prices in the FX market in violation of Sections 1 and 3 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C.
§§1, 3. ECF No. 172. The CAC alleged, among other things, that before the calculation of the
WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates at 4 p.m. London time, Defendants communicated in chat
rooms, shared non-public price information about customers’ orders and their net trading
positions, and agreed to engage in collusive trading strategies to fix the rates. The CAC further
alleged that, as a result, Defendants were able to move the rates in directions favorable to their
3

The Class Plaintiffs who brought the CAC were Aureus Currency Fund, L.P., City of
Philadelphia, Board of Pensions and Retirement, Employees’ Retirement System of the
Government of the Virgin Islands, Employees’ Retirement System of Puerto Rico Electric Power
Authority, Fresno County Employees’ Retirement Association, Haverhill Retirement System,
Oklahoma Firefighters Pension and Retirement System, State-Boston Retirement System, Syena
Global Emerging Markets Fund, LP, Tiberius OC Fund, Ltd., Value Recovery Fund L.L.C., and
United Food and Commercial Workers Union and Participating Food Industry Employers TriState Pension Fund. As further described below, in addition to those Class Plaintiffs already
named in the CAC, additional Class Plaintiffs were named in the Second Consolidated Amended
Class Action Complaint (“SAC”).
4

The Defendants named in the CAC were Bank of America, Barclays, BNP Paribas,
Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, JPMorgan, RBS, UBS, Morgan Stanley, Deutsche Bank, and
Credit Suisse. As further described below, additional defendants were named in the SAC.
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trading positions,
p
theereby allowiing Defendaants to obtainn profits at tthe expense of, and resuulting
in harm to,
t class mem
mbers.
C. Class Plaintiffs Oppose
O
Defeendants’ Mootion to Dissmiss the Coonsolidated
Amen
nded Class Action
A
Com
mplaint
31.

On May
M 30, 2014, Defendantss jointly movved to dismiiss the CAC pursuant to Rule

12(b)(6). ECF No. 208. Thee briefing in
ncluded a 4 0-page mem
morandum oof law. In their
submissions, Defend
dants argued
d, among oth
her things, thhat the CAC
C failed to aadequately aallege
(i) an agrreement in restraint
r
of trade;
t
(ii) in
njury-in-fact;; (iii) harm to competitiion; (iv) anttitrust
standing;; and (v) th
hat Class Plaaintiffs’ claiims were tim
me-barred bby the statutte of limitattions.
Class Plaaintiffs filed
d their 40-paage memoran
ndum of law
w in opposittion on Julyy 29, 2014. ECF
No. 213. On Augustt 28, 2014, Defendants
D
fiiled a reply m
memorandum
m. ECF No. 214.
32.

After Defendants filed their reply,
r
Lead Counsel preepared for ooral argumennt by,

among otther things: (i) reviewin
ng and analyzzing Defenddants’ briefinng; (ii) condducting addittional
legal reseearch regard
ding issues raised
r
in Deefendants’ reeply brief; (iiii) outliningg and draftinng an
oral pressentation; (iiv) engagin
ng in strateg
gic discussiions; (v) dooing mock arguments;; and
(vi) contiinuing factu
ual investig
gation, including analyysis of infformation aabout regullatory
investigaations.
33.

On No
ovember 12, 2014, the Commodity
C
Trading Futtures Comm
mission (“CF
FTC”)

(
U
U.K. Financiaal Conduct A
Authority (““U.K.
Office off the Compttroller of thee Currency (“OCC”),
FCA”), and
a Switzerlland’s competition regullator (“FINM
MA”) impossed civil pennalties on vaarious
Defendan
nts, includin
ng Bank of America Citigroup,
C
HS
SBC, JPMoorgan, RBS, and UBS. The
Court too
ok judicial notice
n
of theese penalties pursuant tto Federal R
Rule of Eviddence 201. In re
Foreign Exch. Bench
hmark Ratess Antitrust Litig.,
L
74 F. Supp. 3d 5881, 589 n.4 (S.D.N.Y. 22015)
(“FX I”)..
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34
4.

The Court hearrd oral arg
gument on Defendantts’ motion to dismisss on

Novembeer 20, 2014.. ECF No. 220. Follo
owing the aargument, certain Defenndants subm
mitted
additionaal argumentss on antitrusst standing and injury-iin-fact. EC
CF No. 224. Class Plaiintiffs
submitted
d a responsee in oppositio
on. ECF No
o. 225.
35.

On Jaanuary 28, 20
015, the Cou
urt issued an Opinion andd Order denying Defenddants’

motion to
o dismiss. ECF No. 24
42; see also FX I, 74 F . Supp. 3d 5581. Speciffically, the C
Court
rejected Defendants’
D
arguments on
o all five grrounds identtified above..
D. Lead Counsel Neegotiate for Settlement Cooperatioon, Move to Consolidatte
Excha
ange Cases,, and File th
he Second A
Amended Coonsolidated Class Actioon
Comp
plaint
36.

Just prior
p
to the Court’s
C
deciision on the motion to ddismiss, on January 5, 22015,

Class Pllaintiffs exeecuted a seettlement ag
greement s ettling claim
ms against JPMorgan (the
“JPMorg
gan Stipulatiion”) and so
o-informed the
t Court. The JPMorggan Stipulattion provideed for
extensivee settlementt cooperatio
on.

Howev
ver, shortly following eexecution oof the JPMoorgan

Stipulatio
on, on February 17, 20
015, DOJ requested a bblanket six-m
month discovery stay, w
which
would haave prohibiteed all forms of discovery
y and settlem
ment cooperaation. ECF N
No. 266.
37.

In ressponse, Lead
d Counsel sought
s
to naarrow DOJ’s requested stay in ordder to

c
typess of informaation throughh settlementt cooperationn and
permit Lead Counsell to pursue certain
agreemen
nts with certtain Defendaants as part of settlemennt discussionns with them
m. ECF No.. 268.
After furrther negotiaations between DOJ and
d Lead Counnsel, DOJ suubmitted a leetter to the C
Court
that outliined the term
ms of its pro
oposed six-m
month discovvery stay – w
which, impoortantly, inclluded
exception
ns for Class Plaintiffs to
o obtain transsaction data and attorneyy proffers onn certain subbjects
from Setttling Defend
dants. The Court
C
endorsed the propoosal. ECF N
No. 274.
38.

In Feb
bruary, Apriil, and June of 2015, addditional casses, acceptedd by the Couurt as

related to
o the Action
n, were filed
d on behalf of classes oof persons w
who traded F
FX futures aand/or
15
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options on exchanges (Taylor v. Bank of America Corp., Case No. 15-cv-1350 (S.D.N.Y.
Feb. 23, 2015); Sterk v. Bank of America Corp., Case No. 15-cv-2705 (S.D.N.Y. April 7, 2015);
Bakizada v. Bank of America Corp., Case No. 15-cv-4230 (S.D.N.Y. June 2, 2015); Teel v. Bank
of America Corp., Case No. 15-cv-4436 (S.D.N.Y. June 9, 2015); and Robert Charles Class A.,
L.P. v. Bank of America Corp., Case No. 15-cv-4926 (S.D.N.Y. June 24, 2015) (collectively, the
“Exchange Actions”)).
39.

On June 12, 2015, Class Plaintiffs filed a pre-motion conference letter seeking

leave to file a motion to file the Second Consolidated Amended Class Action Complaint
(“SAC”). ECF No. 297. The proposed amendments were based on settlement cooperation
obtained from early Settling Defendants, including UBS (which was DOJ’s amnesty applicant)
and JPMorgan, further investigation by Lead Counsel, and public disclosure of additional
conduct (e.g., additional news reports, guilty pleas obtained by DOJ in May 2015, and additional
disclosures by regulators). The proposed SAC alleged not only a conspiracy to fix FX prices
with respect to the WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates but also a broader conspiracy to fix prices on
multiple currency pairs (including bid-ask spreads) throughout the trading days during the class
period. It also added four defendants5 and corporate affiliates of previously named defendants.6
The proposed complaint named additional plaintiffs7 and contained new claims under the CEA.

5

The additional defendants named in the SAC were The Bank of Tokyo Mitsubishi UFJ
Ltd.; RBC Capital Markets LLC; Société Générale S.A.; and Standard Chartered plc.
6

The additional corporate affiliates of previously named defendants in the SAC were BNP
Paribas Securities Corp.; BNP Prime Brokerage Inc.; Citicorp; Citigroup Global Markets Inc.;
Credit Suisse AG; Deutsche Bank Securities Inc.; HSBC Securities (USA) LLC; Merrill Lynch,
Pierce, Fenner & Smith; Morgan Stanley & Co. LLC; Morgan Stanley & Co. International plc;
and UBS Group AG.

7

The additional named plaintiffs in the SAC were Systrax Corporation, J. Paul Antonello,
Marc G. Federighi, Thomas Gramatis, Doug Harvey, Izee Trading Company, John Kerstein,
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40.

On June 12 and June 18, 2015, Class Plaintiffs filed letters proposing that the

Exchange Actions be consolidated with this Action and that Lead Counsel be appointed to
represent the exchange class as interim lead counsel pursuant to Rule 23(g)(3). ECF Nos. 296,
309, 310.
41.

Other parties filed letters stating their positions on consolidation and Class

Plaintiffs’ request for leave to file the SAC. Collectively, these submissions were over 100
pages and included an expert report. See ECF Nos. 304 (Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, and
Morgan Stanley); ECF No. 305 (Sterk); ECF No. 306 (Bakizada); ECF No. 307 (Allen); ECF
No. 308 (JPMorgan, Bank of America, Barclays, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, RBS, and
UBS); ECF No. 311 (Taylor); ECF No. 312 (Taylor); ECF No. 314 (Teel); ECF No. 313 (Teel);
ECF No. 315 (Bakizada); ECF No. 318 (Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, and Morgan Stanley);
ECF No. 319 (Taylor); ECF No. 320 (Taylor); ECF No. 323 (Bakizada); and ECF No. 325
(Bakizada). On June 23, 2015, Class Plaintiffs responded to these submissions in a 5-page letter.
ECF No. 324.
42.

Following these submissions, Lead Counsel prepared for oral argument by,

among other things: (i) reviewing and analyzing the positions of all parties; (ii) conducting
additional legal research regarding issues raised in the submissions; (iii) outlining and drafting an
oral presentation; (iv) discussing strategy; and (v) discussing consolidation with counsel in the
Exchange Actions.
43.

On June 25, 2015, the Court held a pre-motion conference on Class Plaintiffs’

motion for leave to file the SAC and on consolidation. At the conference, the Court granted

Michael Melissinos, Mark Miller, Robert Miller, Richard Preschern d/b/a Preschern Trading,
Peter Rives, Michael J. Smith, Jeffrey Sterk, and Kimberly Sterk.

17
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Class Plaintiffs’ motion to file the SAC. ECF No. 332. The Court also set a briefing schedule on
Class Plaintiffs’ motion to consolidate and appoint interim lead counsel in the Exchange Actions.
ECF No. 331.
44.

On July 16, 2015, Class Plaintiffs filed the 200-page SAC under seal. Because

the SAC contained settlement cooperation information obtained by Class Plaintiffs from certain
of the Settling Defendants, and such information could implicate DOJ’s ongoing criminal
investigation, Class Plaintiffs conferred with DOJ regarding sealing portions of the SAC. See
ECF No. 365. DOJ agreed to Class Plaintiffs’ proposed redactions, the Court allowed the
redactions, and on July 31, 2015, Class Plaintiffs filed a redacted, public version of the SAC .
ECF No. 368. Class Plaintiffs removed additional redactions in a second public version of the
SAC filed on September 21, 2015. ECF No. 465.
45.

On July 16, 2015, Class Plaintiffs filed their motion to consolidate the Exchange

Actions and to appoint Lead Counsel pursuant to Rule 23(g)(3). ECF No. 347. Six responses
were filed on August 6, 2015. ECF No. 380 (Sterk); ECF No. 381 (Defendants); ECF No. 382
(Allen); ECF No. 383 (Bakizada); ECF Nos. 388 (Taylor); ECF No. 389 (Teel, Robert Charles
L.P.). Class Plaintiffs filed a reply on August 12, 2015. ECF No. 397.
46.

Following these submissions, Lead Counsel prepared for oral argument by,

among other things: (i) reviewing and analyzing the positions of all parties; (ii) conducting
additional legal research regarding issues raised in the submissions; (iii) outlining and drafting an
oral presentation; (iv) discussing strategy; and (v) discussing consolidation with counsel in the
Exchange Actions. Lead Counsel worked with the counsel in the Exchange Actions to devise a
structure that would allow the efficient prosecution of the matter while safeguarding the interests
of all class members. Lead Counsel believed that bringing separate over the counter (“OTC”)
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and Exch
hange Action
ns was not in
i the best in
nterests of thhe classes, pparticularly ggiven the ovverlap
between the OTC and
d exchange classes.
c
All of the partiees ultimatelyy shared thiss view.
47.

On August
A
13, 2015, the Co
ourt held a hearing on Class Plainntiffs’ motioon to

hange Action
ns and to ap
ppoint interim
m lead counnsel. With tthe consent of all
consolidaate the Exch
parties, th
he Court graanted the mo
otion. ECF Nos.
N 412, 4221.
E.
E

Class Plaintiffs Oppose
O
Defeendants’ Mootion to Dissmiss the Second
Conso
olidated Am
mended Classs Action Coomplaint Pu
ursuant to R
Rule 12(b)(22)
and Lead
L
Counseel File a Thiird Consolid
dated Amen
nded Class Action
Comp
plaint to Cu
ure Defects

48.

On November
N
23
3, 2015, Deffendants BT
TMU, Standaard Chartereed PLC, andd Soc

ved to dismisss the SAC pursuant
p
to Rule 12(b)(22) for lack oof personal juurisdiction. ECF
Gen mov
No. 501. The briefin
ng consisted of a 25-pag
ge memoranddum of law aand three deeclarations. Class
Plaintiffss filed a 25-page memo
orandum in opposition (ECF No. 550), and B
BTMU, Stanndard
Chartered
d PLC, and Soc Gen fileed a reply off 15 pages (E
ECF No. 5556). No orall argument oon the
motion was
w held.
49.

C
denied the Rule 12
2(b)(2) motioon as to BTM
MU and Soc Gen, but granted
The Court

the motio
on as to Stan
ndard Charteered PLC, while
w
allowinng Plaintiffs to seek leavve to amendd with
respect to
o Standard Chartered
C
PL
LC. ECF No
o. 582; see aalso In re Fo
Foreign Exchhange Benchhmark
Rates An
ntitrust Litig., 2016 WL 1268267
1
(S.D
D.N.Y. Marr. 31, 2016) ((“FX II”).
50.

C
granted
d Plaintiffs’ motion to fi
file a Third C
Consolidatedd Amended Class
The Court

Action Complaint
C
(““TAC”), whiich was in all
a parts idenntical to the SAC exceppt that it repplaced
the entity
y Standard Chartered PLC
P
with Sttandard Chaartered. Thee TAC was filed on Juune 3,
2016, with the same redactions as
a the Septem
mber 21, 20015 public veersion of thee SAC. ECF
F No.
619. Claass Plaintiffss continue to
o submit bim
monthly upddates to the C
Court on thee continuing need
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for redacctions in thee TAC, in consultation
c
ECF No. 8993 (Nov. 1, 2017
with DOJ. See, e.g., E
letter).
F. Class Plaintiffs Oppose
O
Defeendants’ Mootion to Dissmiss the Second
Conso
olidated Am
mended Classs Action Coomplaint Pu
ursuant to R
Rule 12(b)(66)
51.

Also in Novembeer 2015, BT
TMU, Standdard Charterred, RBS, Soc Gen, Moorgan

Stanley, Deutsche Baank, and Creedit Suisse moved
m
to dissmiss the SA
AC pursuant to Rule 12(bb)(6).
ECF Noss. 507, 508, 509, 510, 51
13, 514, 515
5, 516, 520. The motionn consisted oof a 45-pagee joint
memoran
ndum of law
w and seven
n separate 3-page
3
suppllemental meemoranda m
making indivvidual
argumentts as to eacch respondin
ng Defendan
nt. Defendaants arguedd that: (i) thhe SAC failed to
adequately plead an agreement in
n restraint of trade, antittrust injury, and that Claass Plaintiffss who
traded on
n exchangess were not efficient
e
enfo
orcers of thee antitrust laaws; (ii) cerrtain claims were
barred by
y the Foreig
gn Trade An
ntitrust Imprrovements A
Act (“FTAIA
A”); (iii) cerrtain claims were
time-barrred by the statute
s
of lim
mitations; and
a (iv) the SAC failedd to adequattely plead claims
under th
he CEA.

Class
C
Plaintiiffs filed a 65-page m
memorandum
m in opposittion to the joint

memoran
ndum and a 16-page opp
position to th
he supplemeental memorranda of law
w (ECF Nos.. 558,
559), and
d BTMU, Standard
S
Ch
hartered, RBS, Soc Genn, Morgan S
Stanley, Deuutsche Bankk, and
Credit Su
uisse filed 30
0 pages in reeply (ECF Nos.
N 567, 5688, 576, 570, 571, 572, 5773, 575, 5766).
52.

Follow
wing the Second Circuiit’s decisionn in Gelboim
m v. Bank off America C
Corp.,

d 759 (2d Ciir. 2016), thee parties sim
multaneouslyy submitted supplemental memorannda of
823 F.3d
law on th
he issue of whether
w
OTC plaintiffs were efficieent enforcerrs of the antiitrust laws. ECF
Nos. 612
2, 615, 616. In their sub
bmission, Defendants
D
cllaimed that Gelboim ledd “inexorablly” to
the dismissal of the case. ECF No. 612. They
T
arguedd that both O
OTC plaintifffs and exchhange
plaintiffss were not effficient enfo
orcers, given
n that the chaallenged connduct was bbeing investigated
by regulaators and en
nforcement agencies
a
in a number oof countries. ECF No. 612, 615. Class
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Plaintiffss opposed, arguing,
a
amo
ong other thiings, that Deefendants’ aarguments flew in the faace of
the long--standing du
ual public and
a private antitrust ennforcement ssystem desiggned to proomote
competition. ECF No.
N 616.
53.

On Seeptember 20
0, 2016, the Court denieed, in part, tthe motion tto dismiss, rruling

that the SAC
S
adequaately pleaded
d a violation
n of the Sheerman Act aand a claim for manipullation
under CE
EA §§9(a) an
nd 22(a) for the time perriod Decembber 1, 2007 through Deccember 31, 22013.
ECF No. 661 at 42; see
s also In re
r Foreign Exchange
Ex
Bennchmark Raates Antitrustt Litig., 20166 WL
016) (“FX III”).
I
The C
Court held thhat both OT
TC plaintiffss and
5108131 (S.D.N.Y. Sept. 20, 20
w
efficien
nt enforcers. The Courtt granted, inn part, Defenndants’ motiion to
Exchange plaintiffs were
w respect to claims arising
a
from transactionss executed oon foreign exxchanges; claims
dismiss with
based on
n transaction
ns between U.S.-domici
U
iled OTC pllaintiffs opeerating outside of the U
United
States an
nd a foreig
gn desk of a defendan
nt; claims bbased on trransactions executed bbefore
Decembeer 1, 2007; and
a CEA falsse reporting claims.
G. Furth
her Discoverry Stays, Ca
ase Manageement Orderrs, and Disccovery
Stipulations
54
4.

On Seeptember 14, 2015, the Court
C
partiallly lifted thee discovery sstay to perm
mit the

parties to
o conduct do
ocument disccovery, whilee providing tthat testameentary discovvery (deposittions,
interrogaatories, and requests
r
for admission) would remaain stayed thhrough Junee 30, 2016. ECF
Nos. 463, 583.
55.

Over the
t followin
ng months, Lead
L
Counseel negotiatedd the Stipulattion and Ordder of

Confiden
ntiality (“Co
onfidentiality
y Stipulation
n”) regardingg the handliing of confiddential mateerials.
These neegotiations were
w
compliicated by a number of foreign law
w privacy annd confidenttiality
issues, which
w
required consideeration of issues preseented by the laws of multiple fooreign
jurisdictiions where various Deffendants were either heeadquarteredd or engagedd in FX traading.
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Lead Counsel exchanged numerous drafts and engaged in multiple meet-and-confer discussions
with Defendants over the course of many months before finally reaching agreement on a
proposal that was approved by the Court on January 25, 2016. ECF No. 555.
56.

Similarly, Lead Counsel’s efforts to negotiate an electronic discovery protocol

and a deposition protocol were time-consuming and complex. After extensive meet and confers
and the exchange of numerous drafts, the parties were able to reach agreement. The Court
approved the Stipulation and Order Establishing the Protocol for the Production of Documents
and Electronically Stored Information on January 17, 2017. ECF No. 712. The Court approved
the Stipulation and Order Regarding Deposition Protocol on January 30, 2017. ECF No. 721.
57.

Despite reaching agreement on discovery protocols, obtaining relevant documents

and transaction data from certain Defendants proved problematic. Accordingly, on July 8, 2016,
Lead Counsel filed a letter motion, seeking to compel Deutsche Bank, Morgan Stanley, Credit
Suisse, Standard Chartered, Soc Gen, BTMU, and RBC to produce previously requested
documents and transaction data.

ECF No. 633.

In response, the Court scheduled a

teleconference and ordered the parties to continue to meet and confer. ECF No. 636. The
Court’s actions proved effective in assisting Lead Counsel’s discovery efforts, as the parties
eventually reached an agreement under which these Defendants agreed to produce documents
that they had previously produced to U.S. regulators and certain sample data (ECF No. 639), and
further agreed to produce additional documents and data in accordance with a proposed case
management plan that Lead Counsel and Defendants (after more than a month of negotiations)
jointly submitted to the Court on December 22, 2016. ECF No. 703.
58.

On December 23, 2016, the Court entered the Civil Case Management Plan and

Scheduling Order (“CMO”). ECF No. 704. With respect to discovery, the CMO set production
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deadlines for documents and transaction data and continued the testamentary discovery stay
through April 30, 2017. The CMO provided that depositions would be stayed, except that
depositions of Class Plaintiffs and limited Rule 30(b)(6) depositions of Defendants on authorized
topics, such as corporate organization and structure, could proceed. The CMO also set a briefing
and expert discovery schedule for the class certification motion.
59.

On August 23, 2017, DOJ moved to extend the testamentary stay, which Class

Plaintiffs opposed. ECF Nos. 847, 848, 852. The Court extended the testamentary stay through
December 8, 2017, except that limited Rule 30(b)(6) of depositions could continue to proceed
and Rule 30(b)(1) depositions of certain former and current employees of Defendants could
begin. Depositions of former and current employees of the following Defendants remained
stayed: Citigroup, JPMorgan, Barclays, RBS, UBS, BNP Paribas, and HSBC. ECF No. 863.
Each of those Defendants and certain of their former employees have been subject to numerous
regulatory and law enforcement investigations and, in the case of Mark Johnson, formerly of
HSBC, a guilty verdict on eight of nine counts of wire fraud and wire fraud conspiracy. See Jury
Verdict, United States v. Johnson, No. 1:16-cr-00457-NGG, ECF No. 192 (E.D.N.Y. Oct. 23,
2017).
60.

On November 27, 2017, Class Plaintiffs and Credit Suisse jointly moved to

amend the CMO, given the continuation of the testamentary discovery stay, which had
prohibited Class Plaintiffs from taking key depositions, as described above, and given that the
parties were expecting to finish document discovery relating to the class certification phase by
the end of the year. ECF No. 900. Following a hearing on December 6, 2017, the Court entered
the Amended Civil Case Management Plan and Scheduling Order (“Amended CMO”). ECF No.
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906. Th
he Amended
d CMO sets out the currrent discoveery schedulee as well as the briefingg and
expert discovery scheedule for Claass Plaintiffs
fs’ class certiification mottion.
61.

On December
D
8, 2017, DOJJ moved to extend thee testamentaary stay by three

9
The Court
C
granted
d the motionn, and the ttestamentaryy stay remaiins in
months. ECF No. 907.
place through at leasst March 8, 2018.
2
ECF No. 913. D
DOJ has indiccated to Leaad Counsel tthat it
is likely to
t seek a furrther extensio
on of the staay in light off its continuinng criminal investigationns.
H. Class Plaintiffs’ Discovery
D
and
a Settlemeent Cooperation Effortts Result in
Defen
ndants’ Prod
duction of Transaction
T
n Data and D
Documents
62.

Throu
ughout the course
c
of discovery andd settlement cooperationn, Lead Couunsel,

d Plaintiffs’ Counsel,
C
devveloped connsiderable evvidentiary suupport
with the assistance of designated
for the cllaims asserteed in the Acction. The reesults achievved for the S
Settlement C
Classes woulld not
have beeen possible without
w
thesee efforts. In
n addition to informationn, documentss, and transaaction
data obtaained under the cooperration provissions of thee various Seettlement Aggreements, Class
Plaintiffss have pursu
ued all of th
he traditionaal methods of formal ddiscovery avvailable to tthem,
including
g document requests,
r
interrogatories, and deposiitions.
63.

In total, Defend
dants have produced aapproximateely 1.6 milllion docum
ments,

ng to more than 16.5 million prin
ntable pagess.
amountin

As to ttransaction ddata, Defenndants

produced
d over 7,000 files from over
o
30 different trading systems, am
mounting to aapproximateely 10
billion ro
ows, occupy
ying 4 teraby
ytes. Lead Counsel
C
obtaained an addditional 2.5 terabytes off data
from non
n-party sourcces, includin
ng Hotspot, Reuters
R
Matcching, EBS,, and FX refe
ference rates from
WM/Reu
uters and EC
CB. In fact, Lead Counssel believe tthe transaction database to be amonng the
largest trransaction daatabases eveer assembled
d for use in a single litiigation. In addition, to date,
Lead Cou
unsel have obtained
o
26 attorney
a
proffers from S
Settling Defeendants on toopics specifiied in
the Settleement Agreeements’ coop
peration prov
visions.
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64.

Throughout the course of discovery and settlement cooperation, disputes arose

among the parties regarding the scope of Class Plaintiffs’ requests and the sufficiency of
Defendants’ productions and responses. The parties were ultimately able to resolve the vast
majority of their disputes. At times, however, the settling parties required assistance from the
mediator to settle disputes concerning settlement cooperation. As to the litigating parties, Class
Plaintiffs filed motions to compel in order to resolve several discovery disputes.
65.

Following the partial lifting of the discovery stay in September 2015, which

allowed for documentary discovery, and following the Court’s December 15, 2015 Order
preliminarily approving the Settlement Agreements with Bank of America, Barclays, BNP
Paribas, Citigroup, Goldman Sachs, HSBC, JPMorgan, RBS, and UBS (ECF No. 536), these
Defendants produced documents and transaction data pursuant to the cooperation provisions of
the Settlement Agreements.
66.

On September 18, 2015, Class Plaintiffs served the First Set of Requests for

Production of transaction data on Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, and Morgan Stanley. On
January 12, 2016, Class Plaintiffs served the Second Set of Requests for Production of
documents on these Defendants. Following the expiration of discovery stays pending Rule
12(b)(2) motions, Class Plaintiffs served their First Set of Requests for Production of transaction
data on BTMU, RBC, Soc Gen, and Standard Chartered on June 7, 2016, and their Second Set of
Requests for Production of documents on these Defendants on June 8, 2016. In drafting these
requests, Lead Counsel drew from their review of settlement cooperation materials received to
date and their consultations with various experts.

Credit Suisse, Deutsche Bank, Morgan

Stanley, BTMU, RBC, Soc Gen, and Standard Chartered responded and objected to these
requests.
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67.

As deescribed above, on July 8, 2016, Leead Counsell moved to ccompel Deuutsche

Bank, Morgan
M
Stan
nley, Credit Suisse, Staandard Charrtered, Soc Gen, BTM
MU, and RB
BC to
produce transaction data and do
ocuments ressponsive to these requeests. ECF N
No. 633. Fuurther
negotiations led to the entry of
o the CMO
O in Decem
mber 2016, which reqquired immeediate
productio
on of samplee transaction
n data and documents
d
prroduced to U
U.S. regulattors, to the eextent
they had not already been producced.
1. Lead Coun
nsel’s Nego tiations oveer the Scopee of Defend
dants’
Transactio
on Data Prroductions and Subseequent Worrk to
Ready the Data for A
Analysis and
d Claims Ad
dministration
68.

Lead Counsel’s negotiationss over trannsaction dataa were com
mplex and time-

ng. Lead Counsel, with
h the assistan
nce of experrts at Veladoor Associatees, participatted in
consumin
over 100 separate meeet and confe
fers on the sccope of data productionss with counseel for Defenndants
e
and theirr respective experts.
69.

Lead Counsel’s data negotiaations generrally proceeeded similarrly with Seettling

Defendan
nts and non-settling deffendants. The
T process began with defense counsel identiifying
computerr systems where
w
potentially resp
ponsive dataa could bee stored annd, subsequeently,
producin
ng sample data
d
from those
t
system
ms several months lateer, as it took time for the
Defendan
nts to extraact sample data
d
from various
v
systtems.

Leadd Counsel aand their exxperts

analyzed
d the data saamples, whicch usually consisted
c
off one month’s worth of transaction data.
Lead Co
ounsel and their expertts created a target listt of approxximately 35 key fields with
descriptio
ons and map
pped the fieelds present in the dataa samples too the target list of fieldss and
provided
d the mappin
ng spreadsheeet to defense counsel. L
Lead Counsel then arrannged for a call or
an in-perrson meeting
g between the experts forr each of thee parties duriing which thhe mappings were
verified and/or
a
correected, and, where
w
there were key fieelds missingg, potential alternatives from
other ban
nk systems were explored. Class Plaintiffs aand non-settlling defendaants enteredd into
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stipulations that provided that any production or exchange of information between the parties’
respective experts in furtherance of the fact discovery process did not constitute a waiver of any
applicable privileges or protections from discovery or disclosure in the Action or in any other
federal or state proceeding and that any such expert’s work would remain subject to the
protections of Rule 26(b)(3)(D) and any other applicable privileges or protections.
70.
topics,

In parallel, counsel for each of the parties also negotiated data production scope

including

relevant

time

frame

and

data

availability,

instruments,

venues

(voice/electronic/exchange), geographies, and the approach for handling issues arising from
application of data privacy, bank secrecy, and/or state secrecy laws impacting mainly non-U.S.
domiciled class members. Disputes between Class Plaintiffs and several Settling Defendants
arose on scope topics, requiring the assistance of Mr. Feinberg to be resolved. With respect to
non-settling parties, disputes on geographic scope, time period, and venues were resolved on the
eve of Class Plaintiffs filing motions to compel.
71.

After Lead Counsel obtained an agreement on the fields and scope of transaction

data to be produced, it typically took another three months (or more) for a Defendant to extract,
verify, and produce a full transaction data set. After Lead Counsel received a data set, Class
Plaintiffs’ experts analyzed the data. This often generated further meet and confers between the
parties’ experts to clarify questions relating to the data, and in some cases, additional transaction
data had to be negotiated for and produced. Many Defendants kept transaction data in multiple
systems over the class period, so the mapping and negotiation process was sometimes repeated
for two or three systems per Defendant.
72.

Once data was received, Lead Counsel uploaded it into a secure environment,

which is further described in §V below. The next step was for Class Plaintiffs’ experts to
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“clean” and “normalize” the data so that it could be standardized and combined together into a
unified format, facilitating the modeling of class-wide impact and damages, as well as forming
the basis for claims administration. This extensive work was done by Velador.
73.

Data cleaning. As a result of the extensive meet-and-confer process and review

of sample data, Lead Counsel knew that, after production, the experts would need to take certain
steps to clean the data. Defendants generally produced their data unfiltered to include all the
entries that pertained to one executed trade. For example, extraneous lines that modified or
cancelled trades had to be removed so that only one version of a trade remained. Administrative
trades including internal processes, intra branch, and settlement procedures had to be identified
and removed where appropriate. In addition, where required, Velador grouped swap trades,
which was a process that entailed identifying the legs of a swap and assigning numbers to each
leg of the transaction. Time stamps had to be converted to a uniform time zone. In some cases,
client identification numbers had to be constructed where not provided. Various other ad hoc
bank-specific data issues had to be addressed. This was an iterative process that took multiple
meet and confers with counsel for Defendants, as described above.
74.

Data normalization.

Collectively, Defendants produced data from over 30

different trading systems, each with its own structure and naming conventions for data fields.
After extensive data cleaning and testing, Velador normalized the data by creating uniform data
extracts for each Defendant and sub-asset class (such as spot, forward, swap, and option) under a
common structure. Velador constructed the extracts in a way that would minimize the time and
expense of running statistical tests and modeling programs on the data. These extracts include
key elements such as the basic economics of the transaction (date and time, price, currency pair,
notional amount, and value date), identifying information (such as client identification numbers
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and nam
mes), venue informatio
on (such ass whether the trade w
was executeed by voicce or
electronically), and geographic
g
in
nformation (such
(
as the location of w
where the traade was executed
d). In conneection with ddata cleaningg and normaalization, Veelador
and wherre the client was located
developeed over 1,000
0 scripts of code
c
and is currently
c
on the 70th iteeration of thee unified exttracts.
The extraacts, extraordinary in theeir volume, were
w the prooduct of exteensive, time--consuming work
by Lead Counsel and
d their expertts.
75.

Class Plaintiffs’ experts
e
have used the uniified extracts to producee data analyssis for

the Plan of Distributtion, as well as empiricaal testing of class-wide iimpact and ddamages moodels.
The extracts will alsso be essenttial to the cllaims adminnistration proocess and, in particular, will
form the basis of alll “Option 1”” calculation
ns, where Claimants eleect to rely oon the transaaction
data prod
duced by Setttling Defend
dants for purrposes of theeir claim calculations.
2. Lead Coun
nsel’s Nego tiations oveer the Scopee of Defend
dants’
Documentt Production
ns
76.

Aside from the transactionaal data disccussed abovve, Plaintifffs’ Counsel also

obtained approximattely 1.6 milllion documeents, amountting to moree than 16.5 million prinntable
pages, fro
om Defendaants.
77.

Lead Counsel neg
gotiated the scope of thhe documentt discovery (as distinct from

data disccovery) from
m the first nin
ne Settling Defendants
D
as part of neegotiations oover the scoope of
the coopeeration provisions in thee Settlement Agreementss with those Defendants..
78.

With respect to Defendants
D
th
hat had not yet settled, the meet-annd-confer process

focused initially
i
on obtaining
o
cop
pies of docu
ument producctions madee to U.S. reguulators and m
meetand-conffer discussio
ons to undeerstand the scope of thhe productioons, includinng disclosuure of
custodian
ns, search teerms, and hitt reports. Lead Counsell, or designaated Plaintifffs’ Counsel,, then
used the documents and information as the basis for nnegotiations over the scoope of addittional
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documents that each such Defendant would produce. In particular, these discussions focused on
the extent to which each such Defendant should also collect and produce: (i) documents
responsive to Class Plaintiffs’ additional subject matter requests (as reflected in their previously
served document requests); (ii) materials from the files of additional custodians; (iii) documents
involving certain types of media (notably, audio files and chat room transcripts) that U.S.
regulators had not obtained from that Defendant; (iv) additional documents (including, but not
limited to, email that could be identified through the use of additional search terms); and
(v) documents from a longer relevant time period that began earlier and/or ended later than the
time periods that the various Defendants had used when producing documents to U.S. regulators.
Collectively, the parties engaged in numerous meet-and-confer discussions over the course of
many months, involving exchanges of correspondence and emails that detailed the parties’
respective discovery positions and documented the matters on which agreements were (or were
not) reached.
79.

For example, Class Plaintiffs and Morgan Stanley held a lengthy telephonic meet

and confer on December 15, 2016, after which Plaintiffs’ Counsel followed up with an 8-page
single-spaced letter on December 23, 2016, documenting Morgan Stanley’s representations,
Class Plaintiffs’ additional follow-up questions, and additional documents requested. Similarly,
Class Plaintiffs and Deutsche Bank held a lengthy telephonic meet and confer on December 6,
2016, after which Lead Counsel followed up with a similar 9-page single-spaced letter on
December 14, 2016. These types of communications were typical of most of the meet and
confers.
80.

By the end of the first quarter of 2017, Morgan Stanley, Standard Chartered, Soc

Gen, BTMU, and RBC had moved into a settlement posture. Nonetheless, negotiations over the
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scope of discovery (including over the additional documents to be produced, proffers to be
provided, and witnesses to be produced for interviews or depositions) continued in the context of
settlement discussions.
81.

Extensive negotiations over document production issues with Deutsche Bank and

Credit Suisse continued with respect to: (i) the length of the relevant time period (as Class
Plaintiffs were seeking documents from a longer time period than that covered by the U.S.
regulatory productions); (ii) the use of additional search terms (beyond those used to identify
potentially responsive documents for U.S regulators); (iii) the number of additional custodians
whose files would be searched; and (iv) the production of audio files for various custodians.
82.

In February 2017, Class Plaintiffs reached an agreement with Credit Suisse on the

date range issue, use of certain additional search terms to identify potentially responsive
documents, and additional custodians selected by Class Plaintiffs.
83.

Lead Counsel also obtained, after motion practice (ECF No. 729), Deutsche

Bank’s agreement to review over a half-million additional documents (that were responsive to
several hundred additional agreed-upon search terms) as part of Deutsche Bank’s document
production obligations.
84.

In the early spring of 2017, Class Plaintiffs, Deutsche Bank, and Credit Suisse

also entered into discussions regarding the production of sample audio files. With respect to
Credit Suisse, the parties agreed that Credit Suisse would produce a sample of audio taken from
the time periods for which Credit Suisse audio actually existed (2011-2013) for 10 Credit Suisse
custodians. With respect to Deutsche Bank’s audio files, Deutsche Bank agreed that Class
Plaintiffs would designate a sample set consisting of a total of 120 “custodian days” worth of
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audiotapee, from a total of 12 cu
ustodians, an
nd which woould include audio files from roughhly 20
dates cov
vering a six-y
year period.
85.

Due to
o foreign privacy law co
oncerns, Leaad Counsel w
were also reequired to reequest

certain documents
d
th
hrough 28 U.S.C.
U
§178
81 and Chappter I of the Hague Coonvention on the
Taking of
o Evidence Abroad
A
in Civil
C
or Com
mmercial Mattters, Marchh 18, 1970, T
T.I.A.S. No 77444,
23 U.S.T
T. 2555 (the “Hague Con
nvention”). Lead Counssel used the Hague Connvention to oobtain
documen
nts from HSB
BC Bank plcc. ECF No. 722. Lead C
Counsel alsoo negotiatedd with counsel for
Soc Gen concerning certain of its documentts subject too foreign priivacy issues,, resulting inn Soc
Gen filin
ng a Hague Convention
C
request.
r
ECF
F No. 715.
I. Class Plaintiffs’ Document
D
Productions
P
s
86.

In ad
ddition to propounding
p
g discovery on Defenddants, Classs Plaintiffs have

quests for th
he production of docum
ments, consistting of a tottal of 54 reqquests
respondeed to two req
with num
merous subp
parts. Classs Plaintiffs served
s
objecctions and rresponses, aand thereafteer the
parties en
ngaged in meet-and-con
m
nfer discussions relatingg to the doccuments thaat Class Plaiintiffs
would seearch for and
d eventually produce.
87.

Lead Counsel coo
ordinated th
he responses to Defendaants’ documeent requests with

the 27 Class Plaintifffs and their counsel. Leead Counsell: (i) prepareed the initiall draft respoonses;
mation regard
ding the sco
ope of docuuments and informationn to be colleected,
(ii) colleected inform
along witth commentss and edits to
o their initiaal draft respoonses from C
Class Plaintifffs and Plainntiffs’
Counsel; (iii) reached internal ag
greement on
n proposed eedits (often aafter further discussionss with
w had prop
posed a giveen change); (iv) circulateed a revisedd draft
the relevant Plaintifffs’ Counsel who
to all Plaaintiffs’ Cou
unsel; and (v
v) ultimately
y obtained ssign off from
m all Class Plaintiffs oon the
final form of the responses an
nd objection
ns.

Lead C
Counsel alsoo chaired a small grouup of

designateed Plaintiffss’ Counsel that
t
conductted the subssequent meeet and confeers with relevant
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Defendan
nts’ counsell over the scope of th
he Class Pllaintiffs’ obbjections andd responsess and
proposed
d document productions
p
in response to the docum
ment requestts.
88.

In con
njunction with
w
Defendaants’ requessts, Class P
Plaintiffs seaarched both hard

copy and
d electronicc documentss.

Plaintifffs’ Counsel reviewed tthe collectedd documentts for

privilege and respon
nsiveness an
nd applied confidentiallity designattions, createed corresponnding
privilege logs, and provided
p
the discovery to
t counsel fo
for Defendannts. In totall, Class Plaiintiffs
have pro
oduced 114
4,181 docum
ments, amou
unting to a total of 1,985,393 printable ppages.
Addition
nal productio
ons are expected. Class Plaintiffs’ ddocument prroductions cconsist of, am
mong
other thin
ngs, investm
ment manageer documentss, internal reeports and ppolicies, trannsaction dataa, and
email com
mmunication
ns.
J. Discovery Propounded on Non-Parties
N
89.

Plainttiffs’ Counseel issued su
ubpoenas to a number oof non-partiees for docum
ments

that wou
uld assist Claass Plaintiffss in proving their claimss. Plaintiffs’ Counsel m
met and confferred
with each
h of the non--parties regaarding their responses
r
annd objectionss, the scope of discoveryy, and
their resp
pective docu
ument producctions.
90.

Plainttiffs’ Counssel served subpoenas on the Chiicago Merccantile Exchhange

CE”) for thhe identificaation of fuutures
(“CME”)) and Interrcontinental Exchange, Inc. (“IC
commission merchan
nts (“FCMs””) and “largee traders” foor the purpoose of providding notice tto the
Settlemen
nt Classes. The CFTC regulates fu
utures tradess in the Unitted States annd, in accorddance
with the CEA, requirres all futurees contracts, including F
FX Exchange-Traded Instruments, trraded
U
Statess to be execcuted on reg
gulated exchhanges. Anny party whho transactedd FX
in the United
Exchange-Traded Instruments on
n CME and
d ICE had too do so throough a CME
E or ICE cleearing
member.

The CFT
TC also req
quires FCM
Ms to issue reports refllecting largee traders of FX

nstruments. See CME Rulebook, R
Rule 561 (R
Reports of L
Large Positiions).
Exchange-Traded In
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Pursuant to the subp
poenas, CME and ICE produced naames and adddresses of FCMs and large
traders.
91.

Lead Counsel also subpoenaed major providers oof FX data, including EBS,

Thomson
n Reuters, and
a Hotspott, for produ
uction of hisstoric FX ppricing and benchmark data.
These no
on-parties collectively prroduced 2.5 terabytes
t
of data.
K. Lead Counsel’s Review
R
of Discovery
D
an
nd Settlemen
nt Cooperation Materiials
92.

Plainttiffs’ Counssel, working
g under Leaad Counsel’’s direction, have reviiewed

nearly alll of the 1.6 million doccuments prod
duced to datte, amountinng to more tthan 16.5 m
million
printable pages, inclu
uding chat room
r
transcrripts from m
more than 5000 individuall chat roomss over
thousand
ds of trading
g days. Oveer 36,000 au
udio files haave also beeen reviewed and coded. The
audio files ranged in
n length from
m several seeconds to ann hour or m
more, totaling more thann 700
A discovery
y is ongoing, the review
w teams conttinue to review Defendaants’ producttions,
hours. As
including
g a recent prroduction off over 15,00
00 documentts from Creddit Suisse annd 230,000 aaudio
files from
m Standard Chartered.
C
93.

Prior to receiving
g the documeent productiions, Lead C
Counsel obtaained bids frrom a

o outside veendors specializing in littigation discoovery matterrs with respeect to the costs of
number of
hosting the
t discoverry on their electronic databases aand litigationn support pplatforms.

After

evaluatin
ng the respective costss and capab
bilities of tthese vendoors, Lead C
Counsel sellected
Recomm
mind. During
g the course of the review, Lead Couunsel workeed with Recoommind to uutilize
its technology-assisted review (““TAR”) pro
ogram – the sophisticatiion of whichh was one oof the
L
Counseel selected Recommind
R
Use of
reasons Lead
to host the ddocument reeview in thiss Action. U
TAR allo
owed Lead Counsel
C
to qu
uickly identiify documennts that weree likely to bee more relevaant to
the allegaations in this case and, therefore,
t
alllowed Leadd Counsel too prioritize thhe documents for
review.
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94.

Prior to commencing document review, Lead Counsel, with the assistance of

experts, also held formal training sessions – dubbed “FX School” – to educate the approximately
90 attorneys involved in the document review. FX School educated attorneys about the facts of
the case, litigation objectives, technical aspects of the review platform, how FX is traded, and the
unique set of terms, phrases, and code words commonly used by FX traders in chat rooms. For
example, a “yard” is one billion units of currency, a “ton” is 100 million units of currency, a
“bully” is 50 million, and a “mio” is one million. “Betty” means the GBP/USD currency pair,
based on a Cockney rhyming scheme, and “kiwi” is a nickname for NZD/USD. “Big figure”
refers to the first digits of a currency pair quote, and a “pip” is the last digit of the quote. A
“front book” is a trader’s market-making book, which is used to record client trading and current
positions, and a “back book” is a trader’s proprietary trading book. “Getting” or “get” means to
buy a currency, “left hand side” or “LHS” is when a trader has orders to sell the first currency
listed in a currency pair, and “right hand side” or “RHS” is when a trader is a buyer of the first
currency listed in a currency pair.
95.

Following FX School, Plaintiffs’ Counsel began to analyze and code documents.

The document review team peaked at approximately 90 lawyers. Lead Counsel hosted weekly,
and later biweekly, telephone calls with the attorneys reviewing documents to discuss progress,
interpretation of particular documents, and the development of strategies for locating the most
relevant documents at various stages of the case. Lead Counsel and the attorneys frequently
exchanged emails about questions that arose during the review, and Lead Counsel often sought
the assistance of experts on such questions. In addition to the terms listed above, the attorneys
have had to master many hundreds of additional vocabulary words not identified in the public
record and listed above. Accordingly, the document review in this case required great skill and
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attention to detail, an
nd Plaintiffs’ Counsel firrms assignedd highly expperienced atttorneys to reeview
the docu
uments. Brieef bios of th
hese attorney
ys are incluuded in the aaccompanyinng Lead Coounsel
and Plain
ntiffs’ Counssel Declaratiions attached hereto as E
Exhibits 2 thhrough 33. These attornneys’
work wass crucial to the
t outstandiing results acchieved to ddate.
96.

The attorneys assigned
a
to the docum
ment review
w also draafted evidenntiary

memoran
nda that anallyzed discrette factual isssues, perform
med targetedd reviews, annd compiled other
summary
y documentss. Lead Cou
unsel’s senio
or attorneys reviewed thhe resulting work, whichh has
served (aand will serrve) as the basis of mediations,
m
ddepositions, and substanntive evidenntiary
discussio
ons througho
out the Actio
on.
97.

Lead Counsel’s ab
bility to organize, educaate, and supeervise a reviiew team of up to

90 attorn
neys to revieew daily chaat room transcripts of 5000 chat room
ms over thouusands of traading
days reflects the high
h-quality rep
presentation
n provided too Class Plainntiffs. The review conttinues
as Lead Counsel
C
prep
pare for the remainder
r
of the pre-triaal schedule.
L. Depossition Disco
overy
98.

Due to
t the pendeency of DOJJ’s criminal investigatioons, depositiions have laargely

been defeerred pursuaant to the testamentary sttay. Lead C
Counsel, how
wever, have w
worked to naarrow
the testam
mentary stay
y over time. In the meaantime, Leadd Counsel aalso secured 26 proffers from
Settling Defendants.
D
Currently, Rule 30(b)(6) depositioons on certaiin topics are permitted. Lead
Counsel took Rule 30(b)(6) depositions
d
of
o Deutschee Bank andd Credit Suuisse’s corpporate
representtatives on August
A
18, 2017
2
and September
S
1 8, 2017, reespectively, on the topics of
corporatee organizatio
on and structture.
99.

Based
d on extensive review of the doccuments, begginning in late 2016, Lead

D to seek approval to take Rule 300(b)(1) depoositions of ceertain
Counsel began confeerring with DOJ
g DOJ a listt of over 700 potential ddeponents inn late Noveember
witnessess, including by sending
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2016.

Discussions continued into early 2017 with DOJ consenting (at that time) to the

depositions of certain individuals, rejecting the depositions of others, and requesting prior notice
with the right to object to any other deposition.
100.

During this same time, Lead Counsel formed deposition discovery teams with

responsibility for conducting all phases of deposition discovery for one or more Defendants.
Each team is led by one or more senior attorneys at Plaintiffs’ Counsel firms with extensive
experience in conducting fact discovery in antitrust and other complex litigation. The deposition
teams have identified and ranked witnesses for each Defendant and compiled extensive
deposition preparation for approximately 50 of them, including detailed outlines, chronologies of
chats, and potential exhibits. Notably, many of the relevant witnesses are no longer employed by
Defendants and are, therefore, effectively non-parties for purposes of the litigation. This fact has
helped shape Lead Counsel’s approach to deposition discovery, especially for former employees
located outside of the United States.
101.

Pursuant to the Settlement Agreements, in May 2017, Lead Counsel contacted

counsel for most of the Settling Defendants to obtain information regarding potential witnesses
Class Plaintiffs might seek to interview or depose, such as whether individuals were current or
former employees, their last known contact information, and whether counsel for the Settling
Defendant or other counsel represented them. Through various communications and meet and
confers, Lead Counsel obtained the requested information.
102.

Pursuant to the Deposition Protocol (ECF No. 721), in July 2017, Lead Counsel

contacted counsel for Credit Suisse and (then-non-settling Defendant) Deutsche Bank to provide
notice of their intent to depose current or former employees on certain dates and requested
contact information. Through this process and our independent investigation, Lead Counsel
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determined the employment status, geographic location, and other pertinent information about
Credit Suisse and Deutsche Bank current and former employees.
103.

Despite the testamentary stay of depositions described above, Lead Counsel have

continued to pursue deposition discovery where permitted. For example, Lead Counsel filed a
Hague Convention request for the deposition of former Goldman Sachs FX trader, David Bowen,
which was granted and which Lead Counsel are in the process of enforcing in the United
Kingdom. Lead Counsel have two other Hague Convention requests pending with the Court and
anticipate filing several more Hague Convention requests in the next few weeks. Lead Counsel
have also subpoenaed or are in the process of negotiating with individual counsel for various
former employees not covered by DOJ’s stay for deposition dates in early 2018.
104.

In addition, Lead Counsel spent significant time with Class Plaintiffs and

Plaintiffs’ Counsel to coordinate the preparation of Class Plaintiffs for their depositions.
Defendants have noticed Rule 30(b)(1) depositions of each individual Class Plaintiff and Rule
30(b)(6) depositions of each Class Plaintiff organization. The Rule 30(b)(6) notices request
testimony on 33 subject matters. Like the work performed in coordinating the responses to
Defendants’ document requests, Lead Counsel prepared an initial joint draft set of responses and
objections to the Rule 30(b)(6) notices. Lead Counsel collected information regarding the scope
of subject matter testimony that could be offered by each of the Class Plaintiffs, along with
comments and edits from Class Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ Counsel, and ultimately obtained signoff from Class Plaintiffs on the final form of the responses and objections. Similarly, Lead
Counsel chaired a small group of designated Plaintiffs’ Counsel that conducted the subsequent
meet-and-confer discussions with relevant Defendants’ counsel (primarily, Credit Suisse) over
the scope of Class Plaintiffs’ objections and responses and proposed testimony. Additionally,
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Lead Co
ounsel have worked wiith Plaintifffs’ Counsel in preparinng Class Pllaintiffs for their
depositio
ons. Small teams
t
of Leead Counsel and Plainti ffs’ Counsel lawyers haave defendeed the
depositio
ons.
105.

As off January 12,, 2018, 13 depositions
d
oof Class Plaiintiffs have ttaken place. The

depositio
ons were co
onducted th
hroughout th
he country, including iin New Yoork, Conneccticut,
Florida, and Texas. By March, we anticipaate Lead Couunsel and/orr other desiggnated Plainntiffs’
Counsel will have prrepared each
h of the Classs Plaintiffs to be depossed, and eachh of the 27 Class
ns will have been
b
compleeted.
Plaintiffss’ deposition
M. Lead Counsel Deevelop the Plan
P
of Distrribution
106.

Lead Counsel, wo
orking with designated
d
P
Plaintiffs’ Coounsel, deveeloped the Pllan of

Distributtion for alloccating the Neet Settlemen
nt Fund amonng Authorizeed Claimantts, in consulttation
with natiionally recog
gnized experrts in settlem
ment adminiistration, expperts in planns of distribuution,
and expeerts in the FX
X market. Lead
L
Counseel also obtainned the view
ws of Allocaation Counseel and
incorporaated their fin
ndings into th
he Plan of Distribution.
D
107.

In add
dition, Mr. Feinberg
F
asssisted in thee design of tthe Plan of Distributionn – in

a administtration issuess. Mr. Feinnberg is a leaading
particularr, with respeect to implementation and
specialistt in mediation and alterrnative dispu
ute resolutioon. He has extensive eexperience iin the
design, im
mplementatiion, and adm
ministration of complexx, high-volum
me claims pprograms andd has
served ass the fund ad
dministrator for many off the nation’ s most wideely known diisputes and ttragic
disasters.
108.

Lead Counsel alsso were assiisted by expperts at Ankkura Consultting and Veelador

Associatees.

Ankuraa’s economists and pro
ofessionals have experrtise in the developmennt of

allocation
n formulas. Ankura’s primary
p
role in the desiggn of the Plaan of Distribbution was iin the
developm
ment of the allocation
a
alg
gorithm, de minimis andd automatic ppay amountss, and identiifying
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class meembers acro
oss Settling
g Defendantts’ data setts for purpposes of nootice and claims
administrration.

Vellador’s quan
ntitative anaalysts and F
FX market professionaals assisted Lead

Counsel in evaluatin
ng various allocation
a
co
oncepts and conducted data analysiis supportinng the
Conversiion Ratios fo
or FX Instru
uments and FX
F Exchangge-Traded Innstruments, tthe currencyy pair
and tradee size Relatiive Damage Factors, and
d other com
mponents of tthe Plan of Distributionn. As
described
d above in §III.H.1.,
§
Velador also participatedd in negotiattions over thhe scope off data
productio
ons and preepared the transaction
t
data for usse in the A
Action, incluuding the claims
administrration process.
109.

The Plan
P
of Disstribution allso includess the inputt of experieenced Alloccation

Counsel, who Lead Counsel deesignated to separately advocate foor the intereests of the D
Direct
Settlemen
nt Class and
d the Exchan
nge-Only Seettlement Claass, to achieeve an equitaable allocation of
the Net Settlement
S
Fund.
F
Coun
nsel from Laabaton Suchaarow LLP aand Lowey D
Dannenberg,, P.C.
representted the interrests of the Direct Settlement Classs. See Jointt Declarationn, ECF No. 656.
Counsel from Kirby McInerney LLP represeented the intterests of thhe Exchange-Only Settleement
Class. Seee Declaratio
on, ECF No. 655.
110.

In sum
m, the Plan of
o Distributio
on was desiggned to fairly and reasonnably allocatte the

Net Settllement Fund
d among Autthorized Claaimants base d on the am
mount of dam
mage the claiimant
sustained
d, relative to
o damage su
ustained by other
o
Authoorized Claim
mants. Leadd Counsel beelieve
that the Plan of Distribution provides
p
a fair,
f
reasonaable, and effficient methhod to equiitably
distributee the Net Setttlement Fun
nd and respectfully subm
mit that the P
Plan of Distriibution shouuld be
approved
d by the Cou
urt.
N. Otherr Significant Efforts Made by Lead
d Counsel
111.

Lead Counsel too
ok significan
nt steps to ennsure that thhis Action w
was managedd and

prosecuteed in an ord
derly and effficient man
nner. To thhis end, Leaad Counsel m
maintained close
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control and
a monitoreed the work performed by
b Plaintiffss’ Counsel w
working on tthis case in order
to ensuree efficiency. Among otther things, Lead Counssel ensured that attorneyys at each oof the
Plaintiffss’ Counsel and
a our own
n firms undeertook particcular tasks aappropriate to their leveels of
expertisee, skill, and experience.. Lead Cou
unsel auditeed the time and expensses submitteed by
Plaintiffss’ Counsel an
nd removed any unappro
oved hours oor expenses.
112.

Lead Counsel held weekly co
onference caalls to discusss litigation sstrategy, onggoing

and futurre assignmen
nts, and asseess the needss of the case.. Lead Counnsel invited ccertain Plainntiffs’
Counsel to these callls as approp
priate. These calls ensur
ured that Plaiintiffs’ Counnsel particippating
in the litigation main
ntained a strrong foundaational know
wledge of thee case and eefficiently poooled
resourcess.
113.

Lead Counsel
C
are currently deevoting signiificant time to assisting class membeers in

ng the settlem
ment processs and submitting claimss. Lead Couunsel are inn frequent coontact
navigatin
with classs members, responding to hundreds of inquiriees by phone and email, and expect these
inquiries to continue for some tim
me.
IV.

LEAD
L
CO
OUNSEL’S MEDIAT
TION EF
FFORTS R
RESULTIN
NG IN THE
SETTLEME
ENTS AND
D PRELIMIINARY AP
PPROVAL OF THE SETTLEM
MENT
AGREEMEN
A
NTS
A. Overv
view of the Mediations
M
114.

As sett forth more fully below, each of thee Settlement Agreementss was the prooduct

m’s-length negotiations byy counsel hiighly experieenced in com
mplex
of separaate and hard--fought, arm
litigation
n and antitrusst law and was
w reached under
u
the guuidance of M
Mr. Feinberg,, a well-resppected
and natio
onally recogn
nized mediattor.
115.

In preeparation forr each mediaation, Lead C
Counsel heldd strategy caalls to discusss and

evaluate critical issuees we knew would be ad
ddressed in negotiationss, including the strengthhs and
risks of the Action,, the eviden
nce our team
ms had uneearthed duriing discoverry, and dam
mages
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analysis. Lead Counsel also prepared presentations as to liability and damages issues particular
to each Settling Defendant, in close consultation with our experts. At our request, the experts
prepared damages analyses under a number of different scenarios.

We believed that this

comprehensive preparation would best enable us to counter any refutation of our analysis that
counsel for a Defendant offered.
116.

At the time each of the Settlement Agreements was reached, Class Plaintiffs and

Lead Counsel had ample material to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of the Settlement
Classes’ claims. Following the execution of the JPMorgan Stipulation, each of the subsequent
settlement negotiations was informed by settlement cooperation, including attorney proffers, and
as the case progressed, through comprehensive document discovery.
117.

While Class Plaintiffs and Lead Counsel firmly believe that the evidence they

intended to offer at class certification, summary judgment, and trial would fully support the
Settlement Classes’ claims, litigation is inherently uncertain. There was no way to predict which
inferences, interpretations, or testimony the Court or the jury would accept.
118.

Further, Settling Defendants have denied culpability throughout the Action and

were prepared to mount aggressive defenses that could potentially foreclose any recovery for the
Settlement Classes. During the mediations, counsel for Settling Defendants repeatedly asserted
that Class Plaintiffs: (i) lacked evidence supporting an overarching conspiracy; (ii) lacked
antitrust standing; and (iii) would be incapable of demonstrating class-wide impact and damages.
119.

Based on our experience and close knowledge of the facts and applicable law,

Lead Counsel – firms well-versed in the prosecution of complex antitrust litigation – believe that
the Settlement Agreements are in the best interests of the Settlement Classes.
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B. Negottiations Ressulting in the First Wavve of Nine S
Settlements
1.
120.

JPMorgan
n

Discu
ussions with JPMorgan began in 22014 and concluded affter briefingg and

me, Class Plaaintiffs’ claim
ms were connfined
argumentt on the mottion to dismiiss the CAC.. At this tim
to the WM/Reuters
W
Closing
C
Spott Rates set at
a 4 p.m. Lonndon time. Negotiationns that resultted in
the JPMo
organ Stipullation occurrred over thee course of several monnths and inccluded numerous
telephonee conversatiions, face-to
o-face meettings, and m
mediation w
with Mr. Feeinberg.

D
During

negotiations, Lead Counsel
C
disccussed the im
mportance oof settlemennt cooperatioon in proseccuting
he key chat participants,
p
, Richard Usher, was a JPMorgan trader durinng the
the case. One of th
o
JPMorrgan traders as importannt players. B
Based
class perriod, and Claass Plaintiffss identified other
on those discussions,, Lead Coun
nsel believed
d obtaining aan early settllement with JPMorgan w
would
allow Cllass Plaintifffs to possib
bly expand the claims and put preessure on oother Defenddants,
including
g those with
h FX traderrs who partticipated in chat roomss with Mr. Usher and other
JPMorgaan traders. At
A a mediatiion session on
o Decembeer 1, 2014, thhe mediatorr urged resollution
of variou
us issues (e.g
g., the exten
nt and timing
g of the coooperation proovisions, thee settlement class
definition
n, and the sccope of the release).
r
Ov
ver the coursse of severall more weekks, the partiees and
Mr. Fein
nberg particiipated in num
merous telep
phone confeerence calls regarding sspecific propposed
terms off a settlemen
nt agreemen
nt. As a reesult of thesse discussions and at thhe urging oof the
m’s-length neegotiations bbetween higghly experiennced counseel, all
mediatorr, after hard--fought, arm
outstandiing disagreem
ments were resolved and
d the agreem
ment was exeecuted.
121.

On Jaanuary 5, 20
015, Class Plaintiffs
P
siggned the Sttipulation annd Agreemeent of

nt with JPMorgan Ch
hase & Co. and JPM
Morgan Chasse Bank, N
N.A (“JPMoorgan
Settlemen
Stipulatio
on”). ECF No.
N 247-1. The
T JPMorg
gan Stipulatiion was an ““ice-breaker”” settlement,, as it
was the first
f
Settlem
ment Agreement executed
d in this Acttion. It was a significannt step forwaard in
43
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reaching future settlements because it brought other Defendants to the point of serious
negotiations.

The JPMorgan Stipulation also obligated JPMorgan to provide immediate

cooperation. The fact that JPMorgan’s cooperation came early in the case greatly enhanced its
value.
122.

On January 30, 2015, Class Plaintiffs moved for preliminary approval of the

JPMorgan Stipulation. ECF No. 245. Class Plaintiffs subsequently withdrew the motion, as they
anticipated filing a superseding motion for preliminary approval of amendments to the JPMorgan
Stipulation in conjunction with a motion for preliminary approval of additional settlements.
123.

In May 2015, Class Plaintiffs and JPMorgan, with the assistance of the mediator,

began negotiating the terms of an amended stipulation. Class Plaintiffs and JPMorgan reached
an agreement in principle on additional monetary consideration and amendments on or about
June 10, 2015. The amendments included modifications to the definitions of the Settlement
Classes and the release, as further described below.
124.

In June 2015, after Class Plaintiffs reached agreements in principle and/or signed

term sheets and sent draft stipulations to each of nine Settling Defendants, the parties began
multilateral negotiations on certain common issues. Those negotiations are described below in
§IV.B.10.
125.

After hard-fought, arm’s-length negotiations between highly experienced counsel,

on October 1, 2015, Class Plaintiffs and JPMorgan signed the JPMorgan Amended Stipulation.
ECF No. 481-1.
126.

The cash portion of the JPMorgan Amended Stipulation consists of $104,500,000.

JPMorgan Amended Stip., ¶10(b). The Direct Settlement Amount is $99,000,000. Id., ¶2(o).
The Exchange-Only Settlement Amount is $5,000,000. Id., ¶2(s). JPMorgan agreed to pay an
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additionaal $500,000 for notice and
a administtration costs.. Id., ¶10(b). All fundss were paid upon
preliminaary approvall and are non
n-reversionaary if the Couurt approvess the settlemeent. Id., ¶¶110(b)11(j).
127.

JPMorgan also ag
greed to pro
ovide extens ive cooperaation to Classs Plaintiffs. This

cooperatiion includess attorney prroffers, prod
duction of traansaction daata, productiion of docum
ments
produced
d to governm
ment bodies, production
n of additionnal data andd documentss as requesteed by
Class Plaaintiffs, witn
ness intervieews, depositiions and afffidavits, andd trial testim
mony. Id., att ¶14.
These ob
bligations arre continuing
g until the later
l
of: (1) the date whhen final juddgment has been
rendered, with no rem
maining righ
hts of appeaal, in the Acttion against all Defendaants; or (2) sseven
(7) years after the Co
ourt enters th
he Preliminaary Approvall Order. Id.,, at ¶14(b)(xii).
2. UBS
128.

Shortlly after Claass Plaintifffs’ January 5, 2015 disclosure thaat the JPMoorgan

Stipulatio
on had been executed (E
ECF No. 233), UBS requuested a meeeting to discuuss settlemennt.
129.

UBS was the amnesty app
plicant undeer DOJ Anntitrust Diviision’s Leniency

t which DOJ
D
granted UBS condditional imm
munity from
m prosecutionn for
Program,, pursuant to
EUR/USD collusion and entered
d into a non-p
prosecution agreement ccovering otheer currency ppairs.
nal Penalty Enhancemen
nt and Reforrm Act (“A
ACPERA”), P
Pub. L. No. 108The Antiitrust Crimin
237, tit. II
I 118 Stat. 661
6 (2004), reduces
r
poteential damagges liability ffor the amneesty applicannt if it
provides “satisfactory cooperattion” to plaaintiffs.

Idd., §213.

By providiing “satisfaactory

cooperatiion” to plaintiffs, an am
mnesty appllicant may rreduce its ccivil damagees from trebble to
single daamages and may avoid joint
j
and sev
veral liabilitty. In contrrast, non-lenniency defenndants
still face joint and seeveral liabiliity and treblee damages. Id., §214. Given UBS’s position aas the
posure was significanttly less than non-leniency
amnesty applicant, UBS’s daamages exp
nts.
defendan
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130.

Negotiations with UBS occurred over the course of several months through

numerous telephone calls and in-person meetings, including meetings between counsel on
January 22-23, 2015, and mediation sessions with Mr. Feinberg on February 9-10, 2015, during
which UBS provided Class Plaintiffs with a pre-settlement attorney proffer. During the course
of the February 9-10, 2015 meditation session, UBS proffered additional collusive conduct,
including manipulation of multiple currency pairs (including fixing bid-ask spreads) throughout
the day and confirmed Class Plaintiffs’ existing allegations of fixing benchmark rates. UBS also
identified additional banks and other market participants they knew to have participated in the
additional chat rooms where some of the collusive conduct occurred. Ultimately, the proffer
resulted in a broadening of the settlement class definition, as compared with the JPMorgan
Stipulation. The definition of Released Claims was also expanded to accommodate spreadfixing conduct, which Class Plaintiffs subsequently alleged in the SAC.
131.

Over the course of several more days, the mediator participated in numerous

telephone conference calls regarding specific proposed terms. As a result of these discussions,
all outstanding disagreements were eventually resolved. On February 11, 2015, Class Plaintiffs
and UBS reached an agreement in principle. On February 12, 2015, UBS and Class Plaintiffs
signed a term sheet. In reducing the term sheet to a formal stipulation of settlement, the parties
mediated several issues with the assistance of Mr. Feinberg.
132.

After hard-fought, arm’s-length negotiations between highly experienced counsel,

on March 6, 2015, Class Plaintiffs and UBS reached agreement on the terms of the Stipulation
and Agreement of Settlement with UBS AG, UBS Group AG, and UBS Securities LLC (“UBS
Stipulation”).

The JPMorgan Stipulation provided the framework for the UBS Stipulation
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agreement with two main modifications to the settlement class definition and the release of
claims.
133.

The UBS Stipulation obligated UBS to provide immediate cooperation. The fact

that UBS’s cooperation came early in the case greatly enhanced its value. This is because other
Defendants became aware that UBS was cooperating with Class Plaintiffs and DOJ. UBS’s
cooperation allowed Class Plaintiffs to fill in the gaps as to Defendants’ participation. UBS’s
cooperation, along with JPMorgan’s, early in the process, allowed Class Plaintiffs to negotiate
with other Defendants with the benefit of knowledge it would have taken far longer to obtain
through adversarial discovery.
134.

Class Plaintiffs and UBS, with the assistance of the mediator, negotiated the terms

of amendments to the UBS Stipulation over the course of the next several months. Class
Plaintiffs and UBS reached an agreement in principle on additional monetary consideration and
amendments on June 9, 2015. On August 4, 2015, the parties executed a corresponding term
sheet. The amendments included modifications to conform the definitions of the Settlement
Classes and the release of claims.
135.

In June 2015, after Class Plaintiffs reached agreements in principle and/or signed

term sheets and sent draft stipulations to each of nine Settling Defendants, the parties began
multilateral negotiations on certain common issues. Those negotiations are described below in
§IV.B.10.
136.

After hard-fought, arm’s-length negotiations between highly experienced counsel,

on October 5, 2015, Class Plaintiffs and UBS signed the UBS Amended Stipulation. ECF No.
481-2.
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137.

The to
otal cash porrtion of the UBS
U Amendded Stipulatiion consists of $141,0755,000.

UBS Am
mended Stip., ¶10(b). Th
he Direct Seettlement Am
mount is $135,000,000. Id., ¶2(o). The
Exchange-Only Setttlement Am
mount is $6,,075,000.

IId., ¶2(s).

All funds were paid upon

preliminaary approvall and are non
n-reversionaary if the Couurt approvess the settlem
ment. Id., ¶¶110(b),
11(j).
138.

All other
o
terms of the UB
BS Amendeed Stipulatioon are connsistent withh the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
3. Citigroup
139.

Follow
wing the dissclosure of th
he JPMorgaan Stipulatioon, Citigroupp contacted Class

Plaintiffss to convey interest
i
in po
ossible resollution of thee Action. Neegotiations ooccurred oveer the
course off several mo
onths through numerous telephone ccalls and in-pperson meettings, includding a
meeting between
b
cou
unsel on Feb
bruary 9, 201
15 and mediaations with M
Mr. Feinbergg on Februarry 12,
2015 and
d March 4, 2015. Cittigroup was one of thee largest FX
X market m
makers duringg the
settlemen
nt class period. Citigrou
up FX tradeers had partiicipated in cchat rooms w
with traders from
JPMorgaan and UBS. For exam
mple, former Citigroup F
FX trader Roohan Ramchhandani is ffacing
criminal charges in 2018 relateed to alleged
d collusion with traderss from JPM
Morgan and U
UBS,
among otthers. Coop
peration from
m JPMorgan and UBS alllowed Leadd Counsel to negotiate frrom a
position of
o strength and
a obtain faavorable term
ms.
14
40.

On ap
pproximately
y March 6,, 2015, Claass Plaintiffss and Citigrroup reacheed an

agreemen
nt in princip
ple to settle claims
c
on beehalf of the Direct Settllement Classs. On Marcch 27,
2015, Claass Plaintiffss and Citigro
oup executed
d a corresponnding term ssheet.
14
41.

Whilee negotiation
ns over a fo
ormal stipulaation of setttlement weree in progresss, on

approxim
mately May 8, 2015, the
t
parties, with the aassistance of the mediaator, reacheed an
48
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agreemen
nt in princip
ple to settle claims on behalf
b
of thee Exchange--Only Settleement Class.. On
May 14, 2015, Class Plaintiffs an
nd Citigroup
p executed a correspondding term sheeet that calleed for
on and coopeeration.
additionaal monetary consideratio
14
42.

In Jun
ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned

term sheeets and sent draft stipu
ulations to each
e
of ninee Settling D
Defendants, tthe parties bbegan
multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common
n issues. Thhose negotiaations are deescribed beloow in
§IV.B.10
0.
14
43.

After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng
gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,

on Octob
ber 1, 2015, Class Plain
ntiffs and Ciitigroup signned the Citiggroup Stipulation. ECF
F No.
481-3.
14
44.

The total
t
cash portion of th
he Citigroupp Stipulationn consists oof $402,0000,000.

Citigroup
p Stip., ¶10((h). The Direct Settlem
ment Amountt is $394,0000,000, whicch was paid upon
preliminaary approvall of the Citigroup Stipulation. Id., ¶10(b). Thhe Exchange-Only Settleement
Amount is $8,000,00
00, which iss payable up
pon final appproval of thhe Citigroup Stipulation.. Id.,
¶10(b). All
A funds aree non-reverssionary if thee Court approoves the setttlement. Id., ¶11(j).
14
45.

All otther terms of
o the Citigrroup Stipulaation are connsistent withh the stipulaations

with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includin
ng the definiition of the ssettlement cclasses, releaase of
a scope and timing of cooperation
c
obligations.
claims, and
4. Barclays
14
46.

Follow
wing the dissclosure of the
t JPMorggan settlemennt, Barclayss contacted Class

Plaintiffss to convey interest
i
in po
ossible resollution of thee Action. Neegotiations ooccurred oveer the
course off several mo
onths, throug
gh numerouss telephone ccalls and in--person meettings, includding a
meeting between co
ounsel on Jaanuary 22, 2015 and F
February 133, 2015 andd mediation with
Mr. Feinb
berg on Maarch 4, 2015, during which the meddiator urged resolution oof various isssues.
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The JPM and UBS settlements, and cooperation from these Defendants, greatly assisted Lead
Counsel during negotiations. One of the most prominent FX traders and a former employee of
Barclays, Chris Ashton, participated in chats with JPM and UBS traders such as Mr. Usher and
Niall O’Riordan.
147.

On March 9, 2015, Class Plaintiffs and Barclays reached an agreement in

principle to settle claims on behalf of the Direct Settlement Class. On March 31, 2015, Class
Plaintiffs and Barclays executed a corresponding term sheet.
148.

While negotiations over a formal stipulation of settlement were in progress, on

April 20, 2015, the parties, with the assistance of the mediator, reached an agreement in principle
to settle claims on behalf of the Exchange-Only Settlement Class. On June 3, 2015, Class
Plaintiffs and Barclays executed a corresponding term sheet.
149.

In June 2015, after Class Plaintiffs reached agreements in principle and/or signed

term sheets and sent draft stipulations to each of nine Settling Defendants, the parties began
multilateral negotiations on certain common issues. Those negotiations are described below in
§IV.B.10.
150.

After hard-fought, arm’s-length negotiations between highly experienced counsel,

on September 30, 2015, Class Plaintiffs and Barclays signed the Barclays Stipulation. ECF No.
481-4.
151.

The total cash portion of the Barclays Stipulation consists of $384,000,000.

Barclays Stip., ¶10(b).

The Direct Settlement Amount is $375,000,000.

Exchange-Only Settlement Amount is $9,000,000.

Id., ¶2(u).

Id., ¶2(q).

The

All funds were paid upon

preliminary approval and are non-reversionary if the Court approves the settlement. Id., ¶11(j).
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152.

All otther terms of
o the Barcllays Stipulattion are connsistent withh the stipulaations

with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includin
ng the definiition of the ssettlement cclasses, releaase of
a scope and timing of cooperation
c
obligations.
claims, and
5. Bank of America
153.

Follow
wing Class Plaintiffs’
P
su
ubmission off the motionn for prelimiinary approvval of

ulation, Bank
k of Americca contactedd Class Plaaintiffs to coonvey intereest in
the JPMorgan Stipu
o the Actio
on. Negotiaations occurrred over thhe course off several months
possible resolution of
through numerous
n
teelephone callls and in-perrson meetinggs, includingg a meeting between coounsel
on March
h 6, 2015 an
nd mediation
n with Mr. Feinberg on A
April 2, 2015, during whhich the meddiator
urged resolution of various issu
ues. On Ap
pril 7, 2015,, Class Plaiintiffs and B
Bank of Am
merica
reached an
a agreemen
nt in principle to settle claims
c
on beehalf of the Direct Settleement Classs. On
April 9, 2015,
2
Class Plaintiffs an
nd Bank of America
A
execcuted a correesponding teerm sheet.
154.

Whilee negotiation
ns over a fo
ormal stipulaation of setttlement weree in progresss, on

approxim
mately April 23, 2015, th
he parties reeached an aggreement in principle too settle claim
ms on
behalf of
o the Exch
hange-Only Settlement Class for additional m
monetary coonsiderationn and
cooperatiion.
155.

ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned
In Jun

term sheeets and sent draft stipu
ulations to each
e
of ninee Settling D
Defendants, tthe parties bbegan
multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common
n issues. Thhose negotiaations are deescribed beloow in
§IV.B.10
0.
156.

gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,
After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng

on Octob
ber 1, 2015
5, Class Plaintiffs and
d Bank of A
America siggned the B
Bank of Am
merica
Stipulatio
on. ECF No
o. 481-5.
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157.

The total cash portion off the Bankk of Ameriica Stipulattion consistts of

$187,500
0,000. Bank
k of Americaa Stip., ¶10(b
b). The Dirrect Settlemeent Amount is $180,0000,000.
Id., ¶2(q)). The Exch
hange-Only Settlement Amount is $7,500,000. Id., ¶2(u). All funds were
paid upo
on preliminarry approval and are non
n-reversionaary if the Coourt approvees the settlem
ment.
Id., ¶¶10(b), 11(j).
158.

All other terms of the Ban
nk of Ameriica Stipulattion are connsistent withh the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
6. Goldman Sachs
S
159.

In latee February, Goldman Saachs contactted Class Pllaintiffs to cconvey intereest in

possible resolution of
o the Actio
on. Negotiaations occurrred over thhe course off several months
through numerous
n
teelephone callls and in-perrson meetinggs, includingg a meeting between coounsel
on March
h 4, 2015 an
nd mediation
n during which Mr. Feinnberg urged resolution oof various isssues.
On Marcch 12, 2015,, Class Plain
ntiffs and Goldman Sacchs reached an agreemennt in principple to
settle claaims on behaalf of the Diirect Settlem
ment Class. On April 10, 2015, Claass Plaintifffs and
Goldman
n Sachs execcuted a corresponding terrm sheet.
160.

Whilee negotiation
ns over a forrmal stipulattion and agreeement of seettlement weere in

progress,, on approx
ximately Aprril 30, 2015
5, the partiees, with the assistance of the meddiator,
reached an agreemen
nt in princip
ple to settle claims on bbehalf of thee Exchange--Only Settleement
Class. On
O May 11, 2015, Classs Plaintiffs and
a Goldmaan Sachs exeecuted a corrresponding term
sheet that called for additional
a
monetary
m
consideration annd cooperatiion.
161.

In Jun
ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned

ulations to each
e
of ninee Settling D
Defendants, tthe parties bbegan
term sheeets and sent draft stipu
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multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common
n issues. Thhose negotiaations are deescribed beloow in
§IV.B.10
0.
162.

gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,
After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng

on Octob
ber 1, 2015, Class Plainttiffs and Goldman Sach s signed thee Goldman S
Sachs Stipulaation.
ECF No. 481-6.
163.

The to
otal cash porrtion of the Goldman
G
Sacchs Stipulatiion consists of $135,0000,000.

Goldman
n Sachs Stip., ¶10(b). The
T Direct Settlement Am
mount is $129,500,000.. Id., ¶2(o). The
Exchange-Only Settlement Amo
ount is $5,0
000,000. Idd., ¶2(s). G
Goldman Saachs will paay an
additionaal $500,000 for notice and
a administtration costs.. Id., ¶10(b). All fundss were paid upon
preliminaary approvall and are non
n-reversionaary if the Couurt approvess the settlem
ment. Id., ¶¶110(b),
11(j).
164.

All other
o
terms of the Go
oldman Sachhs Stipulation are connsistent withh the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
7. RBS
165.

Shortlly following
g the disclo
osure of the JPMorgan Stipulation, RBS conttacted

onvey intereest in possib
ble resolutioon of the Acction. Negootiations occcurred
Class Plaaintiffs to co
over the course of several
s
mon
nths through numerous ttelephone caalls and in-pperson meettings,
including
g meetings between
b
coun
nsel on Marcch 6, 2015 aand April 7, 22015 and meediation withh Mr.
Feinberg
g on April 17
7, 2015 and April
A
29, 20
015, during w
which time tthe mediatorr urged resollution
of variou
us issues. At the Aprril 29, 2015
5 mediation,, Class Plaiintiffs and R
RBS reacheed an
agreemen
nt in princiiple to settlle claims on behalf off the Direcct Settlemennt Class andd the
Exchange-Only Settllement Class. On May 7, 2015, Cllass Plaintifffs and RBS executed a term
sheet.
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166.

In Jun
ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned

term sheeets and sent draft stipu
ulations to each
e
of ninee Settling D
Defendants, tthe parties bbegan
multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common
n issues. Thhose negotiaations are deescribed beloow in
§IV.B.10
0.
167.

After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng
gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,

on Octob
ber 2, 2015, Class
C
Plaintiiffs and RBS
S signed the RBS Stipulaation. ECF N
No. 481-7.
168.

The to
otal cash po
ortion of thee RBS Stipuulation conssists of $2555,000,000. RBS

0(b). The Direct
D
Settlem
ment Amoun
nt is $247,0000,000. Id.,, ¶2(o). Thee Exchange--Only
Stip., ¶10
Settlemen
nt Amount is $8,000,00
00. Id., ¶2(ss). All fundds were paidd upon preliiminary appproval
and are non-reversion
n
nary if the Court
C
approv
ves the settlem
ment. Id., ¶¶
¶¶10(b), 11(j)).
169.

All otther terms off the RBS Stipulation aree consistent with the stippulations witth the

ndants, inclu
uding the deffinition of th
the settlemennt classes, rrelease of claims,
other Setttling Defen
and scope and timing
g of cooperattion obligatiions.
8. BNP Parib
bas
170.

In earrly March 20
015, BNP Paaribas contaccted Class P
Plaintiffs to cconvey interest in

o the Actio
on. Negotiaations occurrred over thhe course off several months
possible resolution of
n
teelephone callls and in-perrson meetinggs, includingg a meeting between coounsel
through numerous
on April 7, 2015 and
d mediation with Mr. Feeinberg on M
May 6, 20155, during whhich BNP Paaribas
provided
d Class Plain
ntiffs with a settlement
s
proffer.
p
Afteer subsequennt sessions w
with the meddiator,
on May 29, 2015, Class
C
Plaintifffs and BNP
P Paribas reaached an agrreement in pprinciple to settle
n behalf of the Direct Settlement
S
Class
C
and thee Exchange-Only Settleement Class. On
claims on
June 5, 2015,
2
Class Plaintiffs
P
and
d BNP Parib
bas executed a term sheeet.
171.

In Jun
ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned

term sheeets and sent draft stipu
ulations to each
e
of ninee Settling D
Defendants, tthe parties bbegan
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multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common
n issues. Thhose negotiaations are deescribed beloow in
§IV.B.10
0.
172.

gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,
After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng

on Octob
ber 1, 2015, Class Plainttiffs and BN
NP Paribas siigned the BN
NP Paribas S
Stipulation. ECF
No. 481-8.
173.

The to
otal cash po
ortion of the BNP Paribas Stipulatioon consists of $115,0000,000.

BNP Parribas Stip., ¶10(b).
¶
Thee Direct Setttlement Am
mount is $1110,000,000. Id., ¶2(o). The
Exchange-Only Setttlement Am
mount is $5,,000,000.

IId., ¶2(s).

All funds were paid upon

preliminaary approvall and are non
n-reversionaary if the Couurt approvess the settlem
ment. Id., ¶¶110(b),
11(j).
174.

All otther terms off the BNP Paaribas Stipullation are coonsistent witth the stipulaations

with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includin
ng the definiition of the ssettlement cclasses, releaase of
claims, and
a scope and timing of cooperation
c
obligations.
9. HSBC
175.

On Ap
pril 14, 2015
5, HSBC con
ntacted Classs Plaintiffs tto convey innterest in posssible

n of the Acction. Nego
otiations occurred overr the coursee of several months thrrough
resolution
numerou
us telephone calls and in-person meetings,
m
inccluding a m
meeting betw
ween counseel on
April 30,, 2015, duriing which HSBC
H
provided Class P
Plaintiffs wiith a settlem
ment profferr, and
mediation
n with Mr. Feinberg
F
on May 29, 20
015, at whicch time the m
mediator urgged resolution of
various issues. At th
he May 29, 2015
2
mediatiion, Class Pllaintiffs and HSBC reachhed an agreeement
ple.
in princip
176.

In Jun
ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned

ulations to each
e
of ninee Settling D
Defendants, tthe parties bbegan
term sheeets and sent draft stipu
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multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common
n issues. Thhose negotiaations are deescribed beloow in
§IV.B.10
0.
177.

gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,
After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng

on Octob
ber 1, 2015, Class
C
Plaintiiffs and HSB
BC signed thhe HSBC Stiipulation. ECF No. 481--9.
178.

The to
otal cash porrtion of the HSBC Stipuulation consiists of $285,000,000. H
HSBC

Stip., ¶10
0(b). The Direct
D
Settlem
ment Amoun
nt is $279,0000,000. Id.,, ¶2(o). Thee Exchange--Only
Settlemen
nt Amount is $6,000,00
00. Id., ¶2(ss). All fundds were paidd upon preliiminary appproval
and are non-reversion
n
nary if the Court
C
approv
ves the settlem
ment. Id., ¶¶
¶¶10(b), 11(j)).
179.

All otther terms off the HSBC Stipulation are consisteent with the stipulationss with

the otherr Settling Defendants, inccluding the definition
d
off the settlemeent classes, rrelease of claims,
and scope and timing
g of cooperattion obligatiions.
10.. Multilaterral Negotiatiions
180.

In Jun
ne 2015, afteer Class Plaiintiffs reacheed agreemennts in principple and/or siigned

term sheeets and sent draft stipulaations to JPM
Morgan, UBS
S, Citigroup, Barclays, B
Bank of Ameerica,
Goldman
n Sachs, RB
BS, BNP Parribas, and HSBC,
H
the paarties begann multilateraal negotiationns on
certain common issu
ues, such thaat the final Settlement
S
A
Agreements could be haarmonized onn key
o
mootion for preeliminary appproval as tto all
terms to allow Class Plaintiffs to file an omnibus
nts, mail a siingle notice, and submit a single plan
an of distribuution for Couurt approval..
agreemen
181.

The parties
p
exchaanged numerrous draft sttipulations bbetween Junne and Septeember

2015 and
d negotiated terms during
g the course of numerouus teleconfereences.
182.

A
12, 2015,
2
with the assistannce of Mr. Feinberg, aagreements were
On August

reached on the remaaining terms, subject to
o technical edits and fi
finalizing thee exhibits to the
Settlemen
nt Agreemen
nts (proposeed forms of the preliminnary approvval order andd final judgm
ments
and ordeers of dismisssal). Thosse technical and exhibitt negotiationns took placce in August and
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September and inclluded the exchange
e
off numerous drafts andd participation in numerous
teleconfeerences.

The
T
nine ag
greements were
w
executted betweenn September 30, 20155 and

October 5, 2015.
11.. Preliminarry Approvaal
183.

On October 22, 2015,
2
Lead Counsel fileed a motionn for prelimiinary approvval of

settlemen
nts with Ban
nk of Ameriica, Barclay
ys, BNP Parribas Group,, Citigroup, Goldman S
Sachs,
HSBC, JPMorgan, RBS,
R
and UB
BS. ECF No
o. 479. The Court inviteed preliminarry objectionns and
commentts to the prelliminary app
proval motio
on to assist tthe Court in evaluating tthe motion. ECF
No. 487. Non-settlin
ng defendantts Credit Suiisse, Deutschhe Bank, Moorgan Stanleey, BTMU, R
RBC,
o
E
ECF No. 4955, 485. Plainntiffs in a reelated
Soc Gen, and Standaard Chartereed filed an objection.
case, Alllen v. Bankk of Americca Corp., No.
N 15-cv-44285 (S.D.N
N.Y.), also objected too the
settlemen
nts. ECF No
o. 496. The Court held a hearing onn the motionn on Decembber 3, 2015, hheard
argumentt, and granteed preliminaary approval of the settleements on D
December 15, 2015. ECF
F No.
536. Folllowing preliiminary apprroval, Eduarrdo Negrete and Gervasiio Negrete8 ffiled an objeection
to prelim
minary appro
oval of the Citigroup
C
seettlement, wh
which the Coourt overruleed followingg oral
argumentt. ECF Nos.. 587, 595, 614.
6
184.

In ligh
ht of the lik
kelihood of additional
a
seettlements, C
Class Plaintiiffs moved ffor an

adjournm
ment of the commencem
c
ment of the no
otice proces s, which waas set to begiin on Februaary 1,
2017. Th
he Court adjourned the notice
n
date. ECF No. 7118.

8

At
A the time of
o the objectiion, the Neg
gretes had ann unrelated ccase pendingg before the Hon.
Robert W.
W Sweet. Negrete
N
v. Citibank,
C
N.A
A., 15-cv-72550 (S.D.N.Y
Y.). The Neggretes have since
voluntariily dismissed
d their case. Stipulation
n of Voluntaary Dismissaal, Negrete vv. Citibank, N.A.,
15-cv-72
250 (S.D.N.Y
Y. Aug. 18, 2017),
2
ECF No.
N 95.
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185.

On Ju
une 27, 2017
7, the Negreetes filed an objection too the forms of notice, w
which

Class Plaaintiffs and Citigroup jointly
j
oppo
osed. ECF Nos. 798, 805. The C
Court heardd oral
argumentt on the objeection on July 11, 2017 and denied the relief the Negretes ssought. ECF
F No.
807.
C. Negottiations Ressulting in the Second W
Wave of Fivee Settlementts
1.
186.

BTMU

Class Plaintiffs and BTMU
U discussed their respective interrests in posssible

resolution
n of the Acttion in early
y 2016 and whether
w
it m
made sense too mediate. A
After exchannging
views, a mediation with
w Mr. Feiinberg was held
h
on Apriil 4, 2016 inn Washington, D.C. Posssible
ussed, but no
n final agrreement wass reached aas to any oof the
terms off settlement were discu
outstandiing issues.
187.

After this first meediation session, Class P
Plaintiffs andd BTMU conntinued to diiscuss

nd open issu
ues through the mediato
or. As a reesult of thesse continuedd discussionss and
terms an
conversaations, the parties
p
reach
hed an agreeement in pprinciple onn the financcial terms oof the
Settlemen
nt with respeect to both Settlement
S
Classes
C
by tellephone on A
August 29, 22016.
188.

On Seeptember 9, 2016, Class Plaintiffs seent BTMU a draft settleement agreem
ment.

After haard-fought, arm’s-leng
gth negotiattions betweeen highly experienceed counsell, on
February
y 14, 2017, Class
C
Plaintifffs and BTM
MU signed thhe BTMU Sttipulation. E
ECF No. 8222-1.
189.

The to
otal cash porrtion of the BTMU
B
Stip ulation conssists of $10,5500,000. BT
TMU

Stip., ¶10
0(h). All fu
unds were paid
p
upon prreliminary aapproval andd are non-reeversionary iif the
Court app
proves the seettlement. BTMU
B
Stip. at ¶11(j).
190.

All other terms of the BTM
MU Stipulaation are geenerally connsistent withh the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
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2. Morgan Sttanley
191.

Class Plaintiffs and Morgaan Stanley discussed ttheir respecctive interessts in

possible resolution of
o the Action. A mediaation with M
Mr. Feinbergg occurred oon Decembeer 16,
2016 in New
N York, NY.
N
During
g that mediattion, Class P
Plaintiffs andd Morgan Sttanley reached an
agreemen
nt in principle to settle claims on beh
half of both Settlement C
Classes.
192.

D
23
3, 2016, Leead Counsell sent a draaft settlemeent agreemeent to
On December

Morgan Stanley. In April 2017, after Classs Plaintiffs rreached agreeements in pprinciple andd sent
draft stip
pulations to Morgan
M
Stan
nley, RBC, Soc Gen, annd Standard Chartered, tthe parties bbegan
multilateral negotiatiions on certaain common issues.
193.

After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng
gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,

on July 28,
2 2017, Class Plaintifffs and Morg
gan Stanley signed the Morgan Staanley Stipulaation.
ECF No. 822-2.
194.

The to
otal cash porrtion of the Morgan Staanley Stipulaation consistts of $49,7500,000

for the Settlement
S
Fund,
F
and $2
250,000 for notice and claims adm
ministration. Morgan Stanley
Stip., ¶10
0(b). All fu
unds were paid
p
upon prreliminary aapproval andd are non-reeversionary iif the
Court app
proves the seettlement. Id.,
Id ¶11(j).
195.

All otther terms of
o the Morgaan Stanley S
Stipulation aare generallyy consistentt with

the stipu
ulations with
h the other Settling Deffendants, inccluding the definition oof the settleement
classes, release
r
of claaims, and sco
ope and timiing of coopeeration obliggations.
3. RBC
196.

Class Plaintiffs an
nd RBC disccussed their rrespective innterests in poossible resollution

berg occurreed on Decem
mber 15, 2016 in New Y
York,
of the Acction. A mediation witth Mr. Feinb
NY. Durring that mediation, Classs Plaintiffs and RBC reeached an aggreement in pprinciple to settle
claims on
n behalf of both
b
Settlemeent Classes.
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197.

On Deecember 23,, 2016, Lead
d Counsel seent a draft seettlement aggreement to R
RBC.

In April 2017,
2
after Class
C
Plaintiiffs reached agreements in principle and sent draaft stipulatioons to
Morgan Stanley, RBC,
R
Soc Gen,
G
and Sttandard Chhartered, thee parties beegan multilaateral
negotiations on certaain common issues.
198.

After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng
gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,

on July 27,
2 2017, Claass Plaintiffss and RBC signed the RB
BC Stipulatiion. ECF Noo. 822-3.
199.

The total cash po
ortion of the RBC Stippulation connsists of $155,500,000. RBC

0(g). All fu
unds were paid
p
upon prreliminary aapproval andd are non-reeversionary iif the
Stip., ¶10
Court app
proves the seettlement. Id.,
Id ¶11(j).
200.

All other
o
terms of the RB
BC Stipulatiion are gennerally connsistent withh the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
4. Soc Gen
201.

Throu
ugh the mediiator, Mr. Feeinberg, Cla ss Plaintiffs and Soc Geen discussedd their

respectiv
ve interests in
n possible reesolution of the
t Action. A mediationn with Mr. F
Feinberg occcurred
on Febru
uary 7, 2017
7 in New Yo
ork, NY. During
D
that m
mediation, C
Class Plaintiiffs and Socc Gen
reached an
a agreemen
nt in principlle to settle cllaims on behhalf of both S
Settlement C
Classes.
202.

On Feebruary 8, 20
017, Lead Counsel sent a draft settleement agreem
ment to Soc Gen.

In April 2017,
2
after Class
C
Plaintiiffs reached agreements in principle and sent draaft stipulatioons to
Morgan Stanley, RBC,
R
Soc Gen,
G
and Sttandard Chhartered, thee parties beegan multilaateral
negotiations on certaain common issues.
203.

After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng
gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,

2 2017, Claass Plaintiffss and Soc Geen signed thee Soc Gen S
Stipulation. E
ECF No. 8222-4.
on July 27,
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204.

The to
otal cash po
ortion of the Soc Gen S tipulation coonsists of $18,000,000. Soc

Gen Stip
p., ¶10(g). All
A funds weere paid upo
on preliminaary approvall and are noon-reversionaary if
the Courtt approves th
he settlemen
nt. Id., ¶11(j).
205.

All otther terms of
o the Soc Gen Stipullation are geenerally connsistent withh the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
5. Standard Chartered
C
206.

Class Plaintiffs and
a Standard
d Charteredd discussed their respecctive interessts in

possible resolution of
o the Action
n. A mediatiion with Mrr. Feinberg ooccurred on F
February 8, 2017
Y
NY. Possible teerms of settllement weree discussed, but no finaal agreementt was
in New York,
reached as
a to any of the
t outstand
ding issues.
207.

After this first mediation session, Claass Plaintifffs and Staandard Charrtered

continued
d to discuss terms and open
o
issues through
t
the m
mediator. A
As a result of these contiinued
discussio
ons, the partiies reached an
a agreemen
nt in principlle on the finaancial terms of the settleement
with resp
pect to both Settlement
S
Classes
C
by teelephone on F
February 222, 2017.
208.

On February
F
23,, 2017, Leaad Counsel sent a draaft settlement agreement to

d Chartered. In April 2017, after Class
C
Plainti ffs reached agreements in principlee and
Standard
sent drafft stipulation
ns to RBC, Morgan
M
Staanley, Soc G
Gen, and Staandard Charrtered, the parties
began mu
ultilateral neegotiations on
o certain com
mmon issue s.
209.

After hard-foughtt, arm’s-leng
gth negotiatioons betweenn highly expeerienced couunsel,

ntiffs and Standard
S
Chhartered signned the Staandard Charrtered
on July 27, 2017, Class Plain
Stipulatio
on. ECF No
o. 822-5.
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210.

The total
t
cash portion of the Standaard Charterred Stipulattion consistts of

$17,200,000. Standaard Chartereed Stip., ¶10(g). All funnds were paiid upon preliminary appproval
n
nary if the Court
C
approv
ves the settlem
ment. Id., ¶¶11(j).
and are non-reversion
211.

All otther terms off the Standarrd Charteredd Stipulation are generallly consistentt with

the stipu
ulations with
h the other Settling Deffendants, inccluding the definition oof the settleement
classes, release
r
of claaims, and sco
ope and timiing of coopeeration obliggations.
6. Preliminarry Approvaal
212.

On Ju
uly 28, 2017
7, Class Plaaintiffs filedd a motion for preliminnary approvval of

settlemen
nts with BTMU, Morgaan Stanley, RBC,
R
Soc G
Gen, and Staandard Charrtered. ECF
F No.
820. Theere were no objections to
t the motio
on. After a hhearing on S
September 5, 2017, the C
Court
granted preliminary
p
approval to the settlem
ments with BTMU, Morggan Stanley,, RBC, Soc Gen,
and Stand
dard Charterred. ECF No
o. 866.
D. Negottiations Ressulting in Deeutsche Ban
nk Settlemen
nt and Preliminary
Approval
213.

At vaarious times between 20
015 and 20117, Class Pllaintiffs andd Deutsche Bank

d their respeective interests in possib
ble resolutioon of the Acction, includding an in-person
discussed
meeting.

Two meediation sesssions with Mr. Feinbberg occurrred on Aprril 6, 2015 and

September 30, 2015. During these mediation
ns, the partiees discussed possible terrms of settlem
ment,
but no ag
greement waas reached ass to any of th
he outstandinng issues.
214.

After these mediiation sessio
ons, counsell continued to discuss terms and open

issues th
hrough the mediator.
m

No agreemeents as to aany terms w
were reacheed through these

discussio
ons.
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215.

A thirrd mediation
n session wass held on Jully 26, 2017 in Washingtton, D.C. During

this mediiation, the parties discusssed possiblee terms of seettlement, buut no agreem
ment was reaached
as to any
y of the outsttanding issuees.
216.

After this third mediation
m
sesssion, counssel continued to discusss terms and open

issues thrrough the mediator.
m
Ass a result off these contiinued discusssions, the parties reacheed an
agreemen
nt in principle with respeect to both Settlement
S
Classes by tellephone on A
August 18, 22017.
217.

On August
A
28, 2017,
2
Class Plaintiffs ssent Deutscche Bank a draft settleement

nt. After haard-fought, arm’s-length
h negotiationns between highly expeerienced couunsel,
agreemen
on Septeember 29, 2017, Class Plaintiffs and Deutssche Bank signed the Deutsche Bank
Stipulatio
on. ECF No
o. 889.
218.

The to
otal cash porrtion of the Deutsche
D
Baank Stipulatiion consists of $190,0000,000.

p., ¶10(h). All funds were
w
paid uppon prelimiinary approvval and are nonDeutschee Bank Stip
reversion
nary if the Co
ourt approvees the settlem
ment. Id., ¶111(j).
219.

All otther terms off the Deutsch
he Bank Stippulation are generally coonsistent witth the

stipulatio
ons with the other Settlin
ng Defendan
nts, includingg the definittion of the seettlement claasses,
release of claims, and
d scope and timing of co
ooperation obbligations.
220.

On September
S
29,
2 2017, following a hearing on the mootion, the C
Court

preliminaarily approveed the Deutssche Bank Sttipulation.
E. Motio
ons to Apprrove the Forrm and Man
nner of Notiice and Prelliminary
Approval of the Plan
P
of Disttribution
221.

Follow
wing producction and an
nalysis transsaction data from most of the firstt nine

6, Lead Cou
unsel filed a proposed P
Settling Defendants in mid-2016
Plan of Distribution annd the
proposed
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form of notice, which Class Plaintiffs opposed. ECF No. 828. The motion was heard on
September 5, 2017, and the Court overruled the objection. ECF No. 836.
222.

On September 28, 2016, in preparation for the hearing on the motion on the Plan

of Distribution and notice, Lead Counsel filed an updated version of certain supporting
documents. ECF No. 668. Lead Counsel prepared to argue the motion by, among other things,
drafting a PowerPoint presentation explaining the Plan of Distribution, including example
applications of the allocation formulas to particular trades. Mr. Feinberg, Ankura Consulting,
and Velador Associates assisted in the preparation of the presentation.
223.

On October 5, 2016, the Court heard the motion. See ECF No. 672. The Court

approved the Plan of Distribution and proposed form and manner of notice on December 20,
2016. ECF No. 700. Notice was scheduled to begin on February 1, 2017. However, in light of
continuing settlement discussions, which eventually led to six additional settlements, at Lead
Counsel’s request, the Court deferred the commencement of the notice process. ECF No. 719.
224.

On July 28, 2017, Class Plaintiffs filed an updated motion for approval of updates

to the Plan of Distribution and notice, including additional detail as a result of continuing
analysis of transaction data and to conform the documents to include the settlements with
BTMU, Morgan Stanley, RBC, Soc Gen, and Standard Chartered. ECF Nos. 824 and 825. In
preparation for a hearing on the motion on September 5, 2017, Lead Counsel, among other
things, updated the PowerPoint presentation that explained the Plan of Distribution. The Court
granted the motion on September 8, 2017. ECF No. 864.
225.

On September 29, 2017, Lead Counsel filed a motion for approval of further

updates to the Plan of Distribution and notice to conform the documents to include the Deutsche
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Bank Stipulation. Following a hearing and argument on the motion, the Court granted the
motion. ECF Nos. 882, 883.
V.

LEAD COUNSEL’S APPLICATION FOR AN AWARD OF ATTORNEYS’ FEES
AND REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES
226.

The Notice informed the Settlement Classes that Lead Counsel would apply for an

award of attorneys’ fees and reimbursement of litigation expenses, the total of which would not
exceed 18% of the Settlement Fund. On behalf of all Plaintiffs’ Counsel, Lead Counsel are
applying for attorneys’ fee award of 16.51% of the Settlement Fund (or $381,353,830.27, plus
interest) and reimbursement of $22,495,669.73 in litigation expenses, which equates to 0.97% of
the Settlement Fund.
227.

While the notice and claims administration process in this case will have many

variables that can impact the overall cost, based on our experience and discussions with the
Claims Administrator and Ankura Consulting, Lead Counsel estimate that total notice and
administration costs in this case will be approximately $12,000,000 (0.52% of the Settlement
Fund). Accordingly, Lead Counsel estimate that approximately 82% of the Settlement Fund,
$1,894,425,500, plus interest, will be distributed to the Settlement Classes.
228.

A summary of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s hours, lodestar, and litigation expenses

through and including December 31, 2017 is attached hereto as Exhibit 1. Declarations in
support of each firm’s lodestar, as well as expenses incurred, are submitted herewith as Exhibits
2 through 33. These Declarations set forth the names of the attorneys and professional support
staff who worked on the Action, their hourly rates and number of hours billed, the lodestar value
of the time, the expenses incurred by the firms, and the background and experience of the firms
and attorneys.

Plaintiffs’ Counsel are not seeking fees for work done in connection with
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preparing the Fee and Expense Application. In total, Plaintiffs’ Counsel invested more than
330,000 hours in the prosecution of the Action for an aggregate lodestar of over $174 million.
229.

The Scott+Scott partners responsible for developing and carrying out case

strategy and tactics and managing this case are Christopher M. Burke, Walter W. Noss, and
Kristen M. Anderson. The Hausfeld partners are Michael D. Hausfeld, Reena A. Gambhir, and
Timothy S. Kearns. Experienced attorneys at our respective firms undertook particular tasks
appropriate for their levels of expertise, skill, and experience, and more junior attorneys,
paralegals, and professionals worked on matters more appropriate for their experience levels.
Lead Counsel maintained daily control and monitored the work performed by Plaintiffs’ Counsel
in this case. Throughout the prosecution of this Action, work assignments were also allocated
among Plaintiffs’ Counsel in a manner that ensured efficiency and avoided unnecessary
duplication of effort. Lead Counsel convened weekly calls to ensure tasks were being met by the
firms to whom they were assigned.
230.

As Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s firm résumés and attorney bios (attached to the individual

firm Declarations) demonstrate, Plaintiffs’ Counsel are among the most experienced and skilled
firms in the antitrust and commodities litigation fields and have successful track records in some
of the largest class actions throughout the country, including within this Circuit.

Among

Plaintiffs’ Counsel are a number of attorneys who have tried class actions. This meant that, if
necessary, Plaintiffs’ Counsel have the skill and experience to present a persuasive case to a jury.
In litigation such as this, skilled trial counsel, backed by ample resources, are vital to securing a
favorable resolution. Moreover, the substantial recovery achieved here reflects the superior
quality of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s representation.
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231.

In addition to the case-related risks discussed in the Fee Memorandum, Plaintiffs’

Counsel bore the risk of litigating this Action entirely on a contingent basis. There are numerous
examples where plaintiffs’ counsel in contingency fee cases have worked thousands of hours and
advanced substantial sums, only to receive no compensation. From personal experience, Lead
Counsel are fully aware that despite the most vigorous and competent of efforts, a law firm’s
success in contingent litigation on behalf of a class such as this is never guaranteed.
232.

Throughout this Action’s four-plus year pendency, Plaintiffs’ Counsel have

ensured that sufficient attorney resources were dedicated to prosecuting the claims, in particular,
to conducting voluminous document discovery. Plaintiffs’ Counsel have also ensured sufficient
funds were available to advance the expenses required to pursue and complete such complex
litigation. In total, Plaintiffs’ Counsel advanced $22,495,669.73 in unreimbursed expenses in the
prosecution and settling of this Action. Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s investment of this amount of hard
costs demonstrates the commitment, as well as the risk, Plaintiffs’ Counsel were willing to take
in prosecuting the case. Indeed, even once a settlement is reached and approved by a court, there
is still a risk of loss. See In re Payment Card Interchange Fee & Merch. Disc. Antitrust Litig.,
827 F.3d 223 (2d Cir. 2016) (vacating final approval of $7.25 billion antitrust class action
settlement).

A summary of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s expenses by category is attached to this

Declaration as Exhibit 1.
233.

From the inception of this Action, Plaintiffs’ Counsel were aware that they might

not recover any of the expenses they incurred in prosecuting the Action and, at a minimum,
would not recover any expenses until the Action was successfully resolved, or partially resolved.
Plaintiffs’ Counsel also understood that, even assuming the Action was ultimately successful, an
award of expenses would not compensate them for the lost use or opportunity cost of funds
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advanced to prosecute the claims against Settling Defendants. Thus, Plaintiffs’ Counsel were
motivated to, and did, take steps to minimize expenses whenever practicable without
jeopardizing the vigorous and efficient prosecution of the Action. Lead Counsel maintained
strict control over the expenses in this Action. Indeed, the majority of the expenses incurred
were paid out of a litigation fund created by Lead Counsel and maintained by Scott+Scott (the
“Litigation Fund”).

Payment of expenditures from the Litigation Fund required personal

approval from Scott+Scott partners. Plaintiffs’ Counsel collectively contributed $18,739,682.53
to the Litigation Fund. A summary of the expenses paid and incurred by the Litigation Fund by
category is set forth in Exhibit 3 to the Declaration of Daryl F. Scott, which is attached as
Exhibit 2 to this Declaration.
234.

Most of the litigation expenses incurred, $17,222,662.19, were for expert work.

Plaintiffs’ Counsel successfully engaged highly skilled and specialized FX market practitioners,
FX scholars, finance experts, industrial organization economists, and other subject-matter
experts, which proved essential to the development of Plaintiffs’ case.
235.

Lead Counsel first retained Velador Associates. The professionals at Velador

have over 200 years of combined trading experience.

Lead Counsel relied on Velador’s

expertise on a wide array of issues throughout the course of the Action. Velador’s professionals
participated in the development of the Plan of Distribution and data analysis to produce the
detailed allocation formulas, as discussed in §III.M. above. Velador professionals also served as
Class Plaintiffs’ experts in the lengthy transaction data meet-and-confer process, discussed in
§III.H.1. above. Significantly, once the data was produced, Velador’s team of FX market
practitioners and quantitative analysts “cleaned” the data to remove errors and “normalized” the
data into a common format in the form of unified extracts (discussed in detail in §III.H.1. above).
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Velador’s data work was a prerequisite to empirically testing models of class-wide impact and
damages and is also essential to the claims administration process, as Settling Defendants’
transaction data provides the basis of all “Option 1” calculations, where claimants elect to rely on
the transaction data produced by Settling Defendants for purposes of their claim calculations.
Additional work Velador performed includes, but is not limited to, assisting Lead Counsel in
drafting complaints, discovery requests, preparation for mediations, and technical aspects of chat
review, as well as providing a market perspective on various other merits issues.
236.

Preparing to prove liability, class-wide impact, and damages required locating

and engaging highly skilled and specialized FX scholars, finance experts, and industrial
organization economists. Lead Counsel engaged two of the world’s leading scholars on FX
microstructure who have published extensively about FX in the academic literature, as well as
leading experts on finance and related antitrust issues. These experts were engaged to develop
models of class-wide impact and damages. In addition, Lead Counsel engaged an industrial
organization economist to assist in investigating class-wide liability issues, as well as one of the
world’s leading statisticians.

The identities of Class Plaintiffs’ testifying experts will be

disclosed when they submit expert reports in support of class certification and/or merits, or as
otherwise required by the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.
237.

Engagement of these experts was necessary and indispensable to Class Plaintiffs’

prosecution of the Action. Claims administration would not be possible without Velador’s work
on the transaction data, and Settling Defendants would not have entered into such high-value
settlements without Lead Counsel being able to demonstrate a methodology that could prove a
persistent unlawful conduct, class-wide impact, and damages.
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238.

Another area of expense was for the hosting of databases for the documents and

transaction data produced in this litigation. Together these expenses were indispensable to the
prosecution of the Action. As to the document database, as described in §III.K. above, one of the
reasons Lead Counsel selected Recommind as an outside vendor for hosting the documents was
for its TAR capabilities. Lead Counsel knew that document productions in this Action would
consist of lengthy chat room transcripts, and therefore, the use of TAR would bring efficiencies
to the document review. Recommind’s charges through and including December 31, 2017 were
$1,597,977.45.
239.

As to establishing and maintaining a transaction database, Lead Counsel was

unable to find an outside vendor that could meet the needs of the case. These needs included:
(i) an extraordinary amount of storage space and computing power, given the size of the
transaction data and types of analysis that would be employed; (ii) the ability to comply with the
protective order and the rigorous data security requirements of the financial industry; and (iii) the
capacity for multiple experts to access the data simultaneously from different locations spread
across 10 time zones. Lead Counsel and Scott+Scott’s Information Technology director, Ted
McBride, interviewed multiple outside vendors but found no off-the-shelf software or custom
solution that could meet these requirements.
240.

Accordingly, Scott+Scott engaged Mr. McBride to establish and maintain a secure

environment for hosting and analyzing transaction data. Mr. McBride works as the firm’s
Information Technology Director pursuant to a consultancy arrangement. Because this work was
outside the scope of the normal IT needs of the firm, Scott+Scott separately engaged
Mr. McBride to procure the hardware and software and build and maintain the platform. All of
the hardware and software used was purchased exclusively for use in this Action. Internally, we
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call the platform the “Sandbox.” The Sandbox resides in isolated server rack space at an SSAE
16/SOC 2 certified data center. This particular facility is used by several of the largest U.S.
financial institutions for their East coast operations and meets or exceeds all financial industry
security standards. The Sandbox gives the experts read-only access to the data in a virtual
environment. All analysis is conducted inside the Sandbox, and external data transfer is disabled
at the gateway/firewall. Total charges for the Sandbox through and including December 31,
2017 were $1,656,880.66.

The equipment portion of these charges included a $46,470.34

discount of the estimated residual value of the equipment at the end of its service life for this
case, which was assumed to be December 31, 2019.
241.

Lead Counsel incurred other reasonable expenses in prosecuting the Action:

(i) mediation fees; (ii) Court fees and service of process; (iii) out-of-pocket payments for online
factual and legal research; (iv) court reporters and transcripts; (v) travel and meals; and (vi) other
expenses, such as document reproduction, telephone and facsimile, postage and delivery, and
secretarial overtime. These expenses are reasonable and were necessarily incurred.
242.

Notably, in order to limit expenses, Lead Counsel imposed internal “caps” on

certain expenses incurred by Plaintiffs’ Counsel based on the application of the following
criteria:
(a)

For out-of-town travel, airfare is at coach rates.

(b)

Hotel charges per night are capped at $350 for large cities (London,
United Kingdom; Chicago, IL; Washington, D.C.; and New York, NY)
and $250 for all other cities.

(c)

Meals are capped at $20 per person for breakfast, $25 per person for
lunch, and $50 per person for dinner.

(d)

Internal copying is charged at $0.10 per page.

(e)

Online research charges reflect only out-of-pocket payments to the
vendors for research done in connection with this litigation. Online
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research is billed based on actual time usage at a set charge by the vendor.
There are no administrative charges included in these figures.
VI.

SUMMARY OF GLOBAL REGULATORY AND ENFORCEMENT ACTIONS
243.

This section describes the outcomes of the global regulatory and enforcement

actions concerning misconduct in the FX market. As important as these results are, and as
commendable the work of investigators around the world has been, the scope of these actions,
taken together, does not match the scope of the investigation that Plaintiffs’ Counsel have carried
out in this Action. Unlike the focused and often limited nature of the government actions
described below, Class Plaintiffs’ burden in this Action is to show a pervasive and continuous set
of unlawful actions, involving a far greater number of currency pairs on more transaction types
over a longer time period. Furthermore, Class Plaintiffs have the additional burden of showing
class-wide impact and damages at class certification, summary judgment, and trial, which
requires construction and complex analysis of an extraordinarily large transaction database.
244.

On November 11, 2014, the CFTC fined Citigroup, HSBC, JPMorgan, RBS, and

UBS for attempted acts of manipulation of commodities in interstate commerce in violation of
the CEA and Commission Regulations. The CFTC found that due to weak internal controls and
supervisory failures, the banks, through certain unnamed FX traders, attempted to manipulate
and aided and abetted certain FX traders at other banks to attempt to manipulate, FX benchmark
rates – primarily the WM/Reuters Closing Spot Rates for the U.S. Dollar, Euro, and British
Pound Sterling. The CFTC stated the collusive conduct was carried out through communications
in chat rooms and cited several examples specific to each fined bank. In the UBS Order, for
example, the CFTC provided a general description of the use of chat rooms by FX traders, cited
one example of a UBS trader and two other bank traders discussing whether to invite a fourth
trader into a chat room, and cited two examples of UBS traders exchanging client fixing orders
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with traders at other banks. 9 In the Citigroup Order, for example, the CFTC provided two
examples of a Citibank trader and a trader at another team coordinating their trading on
EUR/USD ahead of 4 p.m. London time and another example of a Citigroup trader coordinating
with traders at three other banks to manipulate the EUR/USD and USD/CHF fixes at 3:16 p.m.10
On May 20, 2015, the CFTC also fined Barclays Bank PLC for similar conduct.
245.

On November 11, 2014, the U.K. FCA fined Citigroup, HSBC, JPMorgan, RBS,

and UBS for breaches of Principle 3 of the Authority’s Principles for Businesses for failure to
properly identify, assess, and manage London-based voice trading operations in the G10 spot FX
market. This allowed unnamed FX traders to put their respective employer’s interests ahead of
client interests and included: (i) attempts to manipulate WM/Reuters (“WMR”) and European
Central Bank (“ECB”) fix rates in collusion with traders at other firms; (ii) attempts to trigger
clients’ stop loss orders; and (iii) inappropriate sharing of confidential information, including
specific client identities and clients’ WMR and ECB fix orders and stop loss orders. The U.K.
FCA stated the collusive conduct was carried out through communications in chat rooms and
cited several examples specific to each fined bank. In the Citibank, N.A. Final Notice, for
example, the U.K. FCA cited one example of Citibank, N.A. traders attempting to manipulate the
ECB fix in the EUR/USD currency pair, two examples about triggering stop loss orders, and a
general description of inappropriate sharing of confidential information by the bank. 11 On
May 20, 2015, the U.K. FCA also fined Barclays for similar conduct.

9

In the Matter of: UBS AG, CFTC Docket No. 15-06, Order Instituting Proceedings,
Making Fines, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions (Nov. 11, 2014), http://bit.ly/2x8nc7S.
10

In the Matter of: Citibank, N.A., CFTC Docket No. 15-03, Order Instituting Proceedings,
Making Findings, and Imposing Remedial Sanctions (Nov. 11, 2014), http://bit.ly/2x8nc7S.
11

Final Notice to Citibank N.A., No. 124794 (Nov. 11, 2014), http://bit.ly/2C7DWiS.
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246.

On November 11, 2014, the OCC fined Bank of America, Citigroup, and

JPMorgan for engaging in unsafe or unsound practices in their FX trading businesses. The OCC
found the banks, through unnamed FX traders, encountered possible conflicts of interest between
trading to maximize the banks’ profit or the trader’s profit (or both) and for providing fair
execution to the banks’ customers. The OCC also found that the banks’ unnamed FX traders
used electronic messaging platforms to discuss engaging in potential misconduct with FX traders
from other unnamed banks, including to: (i) coordinate trading strategies to manipulate the
WMR or ECB fix rates; (ii) trigger customers’ limit orders, such as stop loss or take profit
orders; (iii) trade ahead of customers’ orders; and (iv) disclose confidential bank information,
such as customer order flows and FX rate spreads. In JPMorgan’s and Citigroup’s Consent
Orders, the OCC also found that JPMorgan and Citibank traders discussed entering into
agreements not to trade in a particular (unnamed) currency pair while other traders were doing
so.12
247.

On November 12, 2014, Swiss FINMA fined UBS AG for violating the Swiss

requirements for proper business conduct and adequate organization by attempting to manipulate
FX benchmarks and acting against the interests of its clients. FINMA found that UBS did not
have concrete internal directives or guidelines for using chat rooms and traders were encouraged
by their superiors to actively participate in chat groups with clients and traders at other banks to
exchange information. FINMA found that UBS, at times in coordination with other banks:
(i) triggered client stop loss orders; (ii) engaged in front running client orders; (iii) partially filled
clients’ foreign exchange transactions; (iv) disclosed confidential client information;
12

In the Matter of: JPMorgan Chase Bank, N.A., No. AA-EC-14-100 (Nov. 11, 2014),
http://bit.ly/2CVQHuc; In the Matter of: Citibank, N.A., No. AA-EC-14-101 (Nov. 11, 2014),
http://bit.ly/2CG1Baj.
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(v) condoned actions in bad faith by third parties; and (vi) occasionally deceived customers with
regard to sales mark-ups. The FINMA Report contained an appendix with 16 extracts from chat
groups that UBS participated in.13
248.

On May 20, 2015, Barclays, Citigroup, JPMorgan, and RBS pleaded guilty to

criminal antitrust charges under Section 1 of the Sherman Act, 15 U.S.C. §1, for entering into
and engaging in a conspiracy to fix, stabilize, maintain, increase or decrease the price of, and rig
bids and offers for the EUR/USD currency pair in the FX spot market, beginning in December
2007.14 The conduct in the plea agreements related to unnamed FX traders at the banks using
chat rooms (referred to as “The Cartel” or “The Mafia”) on a near-daily basis to discuss:
(i) coordinating trading of the EUR/USD currency pair in connection with the ECB and WMR
fixes; and (ii) refraining from certain trading behavior when one conspirator had an open
position. DOJ found that the banks, through unnamed currency traders and sales staff, also
intentionally worked customers’ limit orders up one or more levels away from the price
confirmed with the customer and disclosed non-public information.
249.

Also on or about May 20, 2015, DOJ’s Antitrust Division granted UBS

conditional immunity from criminal antitrust charges for unlawful conduct in the FX market but,
based in part on that conduct, found UBS in violation of its 2012 non-prosecution agreement
13

Foreign exchange trading at UBS AG: investigation conducted by FINMA (Nov. 12,
2014), http://bit.ly/2CDPOIV.
14

Specifically, DOJ found that: (i) Barclays participated in the conspiracy from as early as
December 2007 until at least August 2012 (United States v. Barclays PLC, No. 3:15-cr-00077SRU (D. Conn. May 20, 2015), ECF No. 6); (ii) Citicorp participated in the conspiracy from
December 2007 until January 2013 (United States v. Citicorp, No. 3:15-cr-00078-SRU (D. Conn.
May 20, 2015), ECF No. 8); (iii) JPMorgan participated in the conspiracy from as early as July
2010 until at least January 2013 (United States v. JPMorgan Chase & Co., No. 3:15-cr-00079SRU (D. Conn. May 20, 2015), ECF No. 13); and (iv) RBS participated in the conspiracy from
as early as December 2007 until at least April 2010 (United States v. The Royal Bank of Scotland
PLC, No. 3:15-cr-00080-SRU (D. Conn. May 20, 2015), ECF No. 9).
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with DOJ related to UBS’s submissions in connection with London Interbank Offered Rate for
Japanese yen (“Yen LIBOR”) and other benchmark interest rates. UBS AG pleaded guilty to a
one-count information charging wire fraud, in violation of 18 U.S.C. §§1343 & 2, related to Yen
LIBOR.15 UBS’s DOJ plea agreement stated that with regard to its FX business, certain UBS
employees engaged in the following misconduct: (i) misrepresenting to UBS’s “open line”
customers that there was no sales markup being added to execute the customers’ transactions
when UBS added undisclosed markups; (ii) “tracking” or “working” customers’ limit orders or
portions of limit orders at a price level different than what the customer specified; and
(iii) conspiring with other financial services firms to restrain trade in the purchase and sale of the
EUR/USD currency pair from October 2011 through January 2013 by, among other things,
coordinating trading around the ECB and WMR fixes and withholding bids and offers when one
conspirator had an open risk position.
250.

On May 20, 2015, the New York State Department of Financial Services

(“NYDFS”) fined Barclays for conducting banking business in an unsafe and unsound manner,
as well as violations of Banking Law §200-c and 3 NYCRR §300.1. NYDFS found that due to a
lack of internal controls and compliance, employees engaged in a conspiracy to coordinate
trading, attempted to manipulate exchange rates, and coordinated bid-ask spreads in order to
benefit the bank’s trading positions. NYDFS stated that from 2008 through 2012, Barclays,
through certain FX traders, communicated with traders at other banks via chat rooms to
manipulate the WMR and ECB fixes by exchanging order information, coordinating trading,
agreeing to stay out of the market, and discussing spreads. The Consent Order stated that

15

United States v. UBS AG, No. 3:15-cr-00076-SRU (D. Conn. May 20, 2015), ECF Nos.

1, 6.
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Barclays participated in an exclusive chat room for Euro traders, referred to as “The Cartel,”
with FX traders from Citigroup, JPMorgan, UBS, RBS, and Barclays and included several
examples of chats from the Cartel. NYDFS also found that from 2009 to 2012, Barclays FX
Emerging Markets traders attempted to coordinate their pricing and trading for certain emerging
markets currency pairs with unnamed traders at JPMorgan, Standard Chartered, and RBC.
Barclays agreed to terminate four employees and terminated four other employees the month
before the Consent Order was released.16 In 2017, the NYDFS also fined BNP Paribas and
Credit Suisse for similar misconduct conduct in the FX market, related to conducting business in
an unsafe and unsound matter, in violation of Banking Laws §§10, 44, and 44-a, Banking Law
§200-c, and 3 NYCRR §300.1. For example, the NYDFS Consent Order against BNP Paribas
described an unnamed trader’s scheme to manipulate FX prices of the South African Rand,
traders’ coordination of prices offered to customers in order to boost the traders’ profits,
improper sharing of confidential information, improper coordination around the daily benchmark
fixes, and misleading sales practices.17 With respect to Credit Suisse, NYDFS found that Credit
Suisse colluded on spreads with other banks, shared confidential client trading information with
other banks, and front ran trades to the detriment of their clients.18

16

In the Matter of Barclays Bank PLC, Consent Order Under New York Banking Law §§44
and 44-a (May 20, 2015), http://on.ny.gov/2Ct8bgw.
17

In the Matter of BNP Paribas S.A., Consent Order Under New York Banking Law §§39,
44 and 44-a (May 24, 2017), http://on.ny.gov/2lTFySB.

18

In the Matter of Credit Suisse AG, Credit Suisse AG, New York Branch, Consent Order
Under New York Banking Law §§39, 44 and 44-a (November 13, 2018),
http://on.ny.gov/2En135R.
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251.

On May 20, 2015, the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

(“Federal Reserve”) fined Barclays, Bank of America, Citigroup, JPMorgan, and UBS19 for lack
of adequate governance, risk management, compliance, and internal policies and procedures
which permitted the banks, through unnamed FX traders, to use chat rooms to communicate with
traders at other institutions regarding: (i) coordinating trading positions, including fix-related
trading; (ii) trading strategies that raised potential conflicts of interest; and (iii) disclosing
confidential information. The Federal Reserve found that Barclays, Citigroup, JPMorgan, RBS,
and UBS used electronic messaging platforms to discuss possible agreements with traders of
other institutions regarding bid-offer spreads offered to their FX customers. 20 In 2017, the
Federal Reserve also fined Deutsche Bank, BNP Paribas, and HSBC for similar misconduct. For
example, in Deutsche Bank’s Consent Order, the Federal Reserve found that a Deutsche Bank
trader discussed rigging bid-offer spreads offered to Deutsche Bank’s FX customers for FX nondeliverable forward contracts and Deutsche Bank traders discussed trading in a manner to trigger
or defend certain FX barrier options.21
252.

On December 7, 2016, Brazil’s competition authority, the Council for Economic

Defense (“CADE”), fined Barclays, Citigroup, Deutsche Bank, HSBC, and JPMorgan for
misconduct in the FX market. CADE’s decision was not publically released.

19

The Connecticut Department of Banking joined the cease and desist provisions of the
Federal Reserve’s action against UBS AG, which has a branch in Stamford, Connecticut.
20

See, e.g., In the Matter of UBS AG, Order to Cease and Desist and Order of Assessment
of a Civil Money Penalty Issued Upon Consent Pursuant to the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, as
Amended, No. 15-005-B-FB (May 20, 2015), http://bit.ly/2qr7Vgi.
21

In the Matter of Deutsche Bank AG, Order to Cease and Desist and Order of Assessment
of a Civil Money Penalty Issued Upon Consent Pursuant to the Federal Deposit Insurance Act, as
Amended (Apr. 20, 2017), https://www.federalreserve.gov/newsevents/pressreleases/files/
enf20170420a1.pdf.
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253.

On February 21, 2017, South Africa’s Competition Commission entered into a

settlement agreement with Citigroup related to misconduct in trading in the South African
currency pairs.
254.

Simply put, this is a far different and higher burden than those faced by regulators

and law enforcement officials, and the information that they generated in their investigations
provided very little evidence upon which Plaintiffs’ Counsel could rely in prosecuting this
Action. There was no piggybacking in this case, and but for the efforts of Plaintiffs’ Counsel,
the Settlement Classes would have received nothing.
VII.

EXHIBITS
255.

Attached as Exhibits are true and correct copies of:

EXHIBIT
TITLE
1
Summaries of Plaintiffs’ Counsel’s Hours, Lodestar, and Expenses
Declaration of Daryl F. Scott in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of
2
Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Scott+Scott, Attorneys at Law, LLP
Declaration of Michael D. Hausfeld in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
3
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Hausfeld LLP
Declaration of George A. Zelcs in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
4
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Korein Tillery, LLC
Declaration of David Kovel in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of
5
Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Kirby McInerney LLP
Declaration of Gregory S. Asciolla in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
6
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Labaton Sucharow LLP
Declaration of Vincent Briganti in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
7
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Lowey Dannenberg, P.C.
Declaration of David W. Mitchell in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
8
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Robbins Geller Rudman & Dowd LLP
Declaration of Daniel J. Mogin in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
9
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
MoginRubin LLP
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EXHIBIT
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

TITLE
Declaration of Joshua D. Snyder in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Boni & Zack LLC
Declaration of William J. Leonard in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Obermayer Rebmann Maxwell & Hippel LLP
Declaration of Allan Steyer in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of
Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Steyer Lowenthal Boodrookas Alvarez & Smith LLP
Declaration of Jennifer W. Sprengel in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Cafferty Clobes Meriwether & Sprengel LLP
Declaration of Linda P. Nussbaum in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Nussbaum Law Group, P.C.
Declaration of Patricia I. Avery in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Wolf Popper LLP
Declaration of Andrew J. Entwistle in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Entwistle & Cappucci LLP
Declaration of Robert G. Eisler in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Grant & Eisenhofer, P.A.
Declaration of Michael M. Buchman in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Motley Rice LLC
Declaration of Joseph D. Cohen in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Glancy Prongay & Murray LLP
Declaration of Todd Seaver in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of
Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Berman Tabacco
Declaration of Michael Eisenkraft in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Cohen Milstein Sellers & Toll PLLC
Declaration of Louis F. Burke in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Louis F. Burke P.C.
Declaration of Michael E. Criden in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Criden & Love, P.A.
Declaration of C. Andrew Dirksen in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Cera LLP
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EXHIBIT
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
VIII.

TITLE
Declaration of Patrick F. Morris in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Morris and Morris LLC Counselors at Law
Declaration of C. Moze Cowper in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Cowper Law LLP
Declaration of Daniel Cohen in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of
Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Cuneo Gilbert & LaDuca, LLP
Declaration of Michael J. Freed in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Freed Kanner London & Millen LLC
Declaration of Renae D. Steiner in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Heins Mills & Olson, P.L.C.
Declaration of Eric L. Young, Esquire in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an
Award of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on
Behalf of Young Law Group, P.C.
Declaration of John D. Radice in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
the Radice Law Firm, PC
Declaration of Adam Frankel in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award of
Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Greenwich Legal Associates, LLC
Declaration of Derek W. Loeser in Support of Lead Counsel’s Motion for an Award
of Attorneys’ Fees and Reimbursement of Litigation Expenses Filed on Behalf of
Keller Rohrback L.L.P.
Theodore Eisenberg & Geoffrey P. Miller, Attorney Fees and Expenses in Class
Action Settlements: 1993-2008, 7 EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 248 (2010)
Theodore Eisenberg, Geoffrey Miller, and Roy Germano, Attorneys’ Fees in Class
Actions: 2009-2013, 92 N.Y.U. L. REV. 937 (2017)
Brian T. Fitzpatrick, An Empirical Study of Class Action Settlements and Their Fee
Awards, 7 J. EMPIRICAL LEGAL STUD. 811 (2010)
Declaration of Professor Geoffrey P. Miller
Declaration of Brian T. Fitzpatrick
Report of Professor Charles Silver on the Reasonableness of Class Counsel’s
Request for an Award of Attorneys’ Fees

CONCLUSION
256.

In view of the significant recovery for the Settlement Classes and the substantial

risks of this litigation, Lead Counsel respectfully submit that the Settlement Agreements should
be approved as fair, reasonable, and adequate and that the Plan of Distribution should be
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approved as fair and reasonable. In addition, based on the significant recovery for the Settlement
Classes in the face of substantial risks through the efforts of Lead Counsel and Plaintiffs’
Counsel, Lead Counsel respectfully submit that the Court should award attorneys’ fees in the
amount of 16.51% of the Settlement Fund, or $381,353,830.27, plus interest and approve
reimbursement of $22,495,669.73 in litigation expenses.
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on January 12, 2018, I caused the foregoing to be electronically filed
with the Clerk of the Court using the CM/ECF system which will send notification of such filing
to the email addresses denoted on the Electronic Mail Notice List, and I hereby certify that I
caused the foregoing document or paper to be mailed via the United States Postal Service to the
non-CM/ECF participants indicated on the Manual Notice List.
I certify under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the
foregoing is true and correct. Executed on January 12, 2018.

s/ Christopher M. Burke
CHRISTOPHER M. BURKE
SCOTT+SCOTT, ATTORNEYS AT LAW, LLP
707 Broadway, Suite 1000
San Diego, CA 92101
Telephone: 619-233-4565
Facsimile: 619-233-0508
email: cburke@scott-scott.com
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